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The dissertation investigated the acquisition of Mandarin Resultative Verb  
Compounds (RVCs) as a window into the development of grammatical productivity. The project 
combined exploration of observational data, language elicitation/priming tasks with real words, 
and novel word learning/testing tasks, and led to a comprehensive view of how different levels of 
grammatical productivity related to one another. The project also established the association 
between children’s grammatical productivity demonstrated using real words compared to novel 
lexical items. Furthermore, the project successfully teased apart the contributions of children’s 
lexical and syntactic knowledge to the grammatical productivity demonstrated in novel word 
production tasks. Overall, findings of the dissertation served to clarify the relationship between 
grammatical productivity and the abstract knowledge of language. Research techniques used in 
the project also provided clinical implications for assessing grammatical development in early 
childhood. 
The dissertation included two studies. Study 1 was a corpus exploration that documented 
the spontaneous uses of RVCs, RVC infixation, and the pivotal construction of Mandarin-
speaking parents and children in naturalistic conversations. Findings of Study 1 established 
developmental expectations for when and how frequently children should be expected to produce 
RVCs, RVC infixation, and the pivotal construction from age one to three. Study 2 was an 
experimental study designed to establish the association between children’s ability to produce 
grammatical constructions using real words compared to novel words. The study included 
language elicitation/priming tasks, novel word learning/testing tasks, and a standardized 
vocabulary test. The design made it possible to identify the unique contributions of children’s 
lexical and syntactic knowledge to their ability to produce grammatical constructions using novel 
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words. Findings of Study 2 showed that, after controlling for age and the general syntactic 
knowledge, children’s vocabulary knowledge uniquely accounted for 17% to 18% of the 
variance in their performance of producing RVCs using novel words. The strength of their RVC 
representation, on the other hand, explained an additional 7% to 11% of the variance. 
Furthermore, the data indicated that children’s syntactic knowledge of the target grammatical 
construction was necessary, but not sufficient, for the success in the novel word production tasks. 
Among children with strong syntactic representations, their performance varied with vocabulary 
abilities.	Although novel word production tasks are considered the strongest evidence of 
grammatical productivity, they may underestimate the syntactic knowledge children have. 
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 CHAPTER 1  
Introduction 
Productivity refers to a central feature of all human languages. Humans are capable of 
creating an infinite number of grammatical sentences. In general this feature is present in 
children before age four. Initially, the early grammatical constructions children produce are 
supported by highly frequent items in the input that children have heard and memorized (Lieven, 
Pine, & Baldwin, 1997; Tomasello, 2003). Gradually, children reduce the reliance on rote 
memorization of input and increase the use of abstract mental representation to produce language 
(Rispoli, Hadley, & Holt, 2009, 2012). During this process, grammatical productivity also 
develops. This dissertation investigated the development of grammatical productivity by 
studying the acquisition of Mandarin Resultative Verb Compounds (RVCs) as a means to 
address how children develop the adult language system that supports the production of an 
infinite number of expressions. It also was designed to clarify the relationship between 
grammatical productivity and the abstract knowledge of language that has been long debated in 
the literature (Fisher, 2002; Tomasello, 2000; Tomasello & Abbot-Smith, 2002). 
RVCs constitute a Mandarin-specific way to encode events of motion or state change. For 
instance, in describing the event Aladdin polished the lamp, Mandarin speakers tend to use the 
RVC, ca liang “wipe be-bright,” to describe the event that Aladdin wiped the lamp and made the 
lamp bright. In another example, when translating the English sentence the army defeated the 
enemy, native Mandarin speakers are likely to use the RVC, da tui “fight retreat,” to describe that 
the army fought the enemy and the enemy retreated as a result. A similar expression in English is 
to say that the army fought off the enemy. These examples suggest that different languages have 
their own ways to denote events or relationships between entities. The fact that the same event 
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can be described either using the verb defeat or the verb-particle construction fight off in English 
further shows that, within the same language, speakers have the freedom to choose appropriate 
constructions to express themselves.  
Native Mandarin speakers possess the ability to create novel RVCs on the spot to fit the 
context (Chen, 2008; C. N. Li & Thompson, 1981; Sybesma, Behr, Gu, Handel, Huang, & 
Myers, 2017), indicating that RVCs are a productive grammatical construction. On the other 
hand, children produce the high-frequency RVCs they hear in input as early as 16 months of age. 
It appears that children experience a period in which they develop a productive RVC 
representation (Chen, 2008; Deng, 2010). Therefore, studying the acquisition of RVCs provides 
a lens to investigate how children build a productive syntax.  
Another linguistic construction of interest in this dissertation is the pivotal construction, 
one of the earliest complex sentences that Mandarin speakers produce (Cheung, 2009). The 
structure normally includes two verbs with an intervening noun phrase. The noun phrase acts as 
the object of the first verb and the subject of the second verb. An example is rang baobao he 
guozhi “let baby drink juice,” meaning that someone allows the baby to drink juice. The pivotal 
construction is included for two reasons. First, a recent linguistic theorizing called The 
Compounding Parameter (TCP; Snyder, 2001, 2011, 2012, 2016) suggests that compounds such 
as the RVC and complex predicates such as the pivotal construction, though being superficially 
different, originate from the same underlying syntactic parameter. Therefore, the information 
revealed by the acquisition of the pivotal construction is considered important for understanding 
the acquisition of the RVC construction. Second, Mandarin allows argument dropping for nearly 
all verbs (Y. Li & Wei, 2014). As a result, it is difficult to determine when children have 
developed the basic clausal structure that supports the production of subject-predicate 
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combinations. Given that the pivotal construction includes an obligatory, explicit subject in the 
embedded clause, children’s production of the pivotal construction is taken as evidence that they 
have developed knowledge of the basic clausal structure in Mandarin.  
The remainder of this introductory chapter is arranged as follows. First, the structures of 
RVCs and the pivotal construction are delineated, with comparisons between the two Mandarin 
constructions and their English counterparts presented. Next, Snyder’s proposal of The 
Compounding Parameter (TCP; Snyder 2001, 2011, 2012, 2016) is introduced, together with the 
explanation for why investigating the relationship between compounds and complex predicates 
in acquisition helps uncover how children develop grammar. After that there is a review of 
previous literature centering around the issue of “productivity,” the key notion in revealing the 
extent to which children have acquired the syntax of language (Ingram, 1989). Scholars have 
long debated what constitutes full productivity and how to measure it in development (Ambridge 
& Lieven, 2011). In the last section, existing acquisition studies of Mandarin RVCs and the 
pivotal construction are explored to reveal current knowledge of Mandarin-speaking children’s 
acquisition of RVCs. The chapter concludes with a statement addressing existing knowledge 
gaps and how the proposed studies of this dissertation would help close them.  
1.1  The Structures of Mandarin Resultative Verb Compounds (RVCs) and the Pivotal 
Construction 
1.1.1  Resultative Verb Compounds (RVCs)  
Resultative constructions across languages constitute an important topic. They denote 
complex events in which an action causes a state change, and hence involve greater complexity 
in syntax and semantics (Zhang, 2009). A typical English resultative construction has the phrase 
structure [V DP XP], in which the main verb takes the direct object and a secondary predicate. 
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The secondary predicate can be an adjective phrase (AP), a prepositional phrase (PP), or a verb 
phrase (VP), as shown in example (1). These constructions are also termed as “small clauses” 
(Hoekstra, 1988).  
(1)  [V DP XP] where XP can be AP, PP, or VP 
a. XP as an AP 
 The boy wiped the table clean. 
b. XP as a PP 
  The grocer grounded the coffee beans into a fine powder. 
c. XP as a VP 
 The master made the servant leave. 
 
In Mandarin, there are two ways to express resultatives, the phrasal V-de VP resultatives 
and the Resultative Verb Compounds (RVCs) (Sybesma et al, 2017). The phrasal resultatives are 
typically biclausal structure consisting of a matrix verb and a resultative clause serving as the 
complement of the matrix verb. The morpheme -de follows the matrix verb. As for RVCs, they 
are different from phrasal resultatives in that RVCs combine the predicate denoting the action 
and the predicate denoting the result to form compounds.  
(2) a.  Phrasal V-de VP resultative  
   Zhangsan chuiV1  de qiqiu  poV2   le  
Zhangsan  blowV1  de balloon be brokenV2  PFV 
“Zhangsan blew the balloon and the balloon broke as a result.” 
b.  RVC  
   Zhangsan chuiV1  poV2   le  qiqiu   
Zhangsan  blowV1  be brokenV2  PFV balloon  
“Zhangsan blew the balloon and the balloon broke as a result.” 
 
RVCs consist of two verbs, and each may be a compound itself1. In general, the first verb 
(V1) denotes an activity and the second verb (V2) denotes a result state or a result action caused 
by the first verb (C. N. Li & Thompson, 1981). The first verbs are usually action verbs, whereas 
																																																								
1 Mandarin allows various combinations within and between the word categories to form compounds. Examples are 
noun compounds consisting of only nouns, verb compounds consisting of only verbs, subject-predicate compounds 
and verb-object compounds consisting of both nouns and verbs, and still many other minor types. See C. N. Li and 
Thompson (1981) and Packard (2000) for further information. 
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the second verbs tend to be stative or adjectival verbs, which is similar to the English 
resultatives. RVCs are very productive in Mandarin. When comparing RVCs and the English 
resultatives, it appears that RVCs have greater flexibility in selecting combinations of the first 
and the second predicates. English resultatives are more limited in the lexical constraint between 
the first and the second predicates. For example, in English, it is permissible to say the boy wiped 
the table clean but not the boy wiped the table dirty, as clean is an inherited result that the action 
wipe the table would lead to whereas dirty is not. To express the latter meaning, English speakers 
have to say the boy wiped the table but made the table dirty. On the other hand, Mandarin 
speakers can use ca ganjing “wipe be-clean” and ca zang “wipe be-dirty” to denote the contrast. 
The combination between the first and the second predicates of RVCs is highly flexible, as the 
boy can even ca po “wipe be-broken” or ca dao “wipe fall” the table. Likewise, a second 
predicate may occur with different first predicates as there can be various ways to reach the 
desired result. For example, the boy can ca dao “wipe fall,” tui dao “push fall,” zhuang dao 
“bump fall,” or wan dao “play fall” the table, each describing different manners that lead to the 
result of the table falling. 
Researchers have proposed different ways of characterizing RVCs according to the nature 
of the second verbs. C. N. Li and Thompson (1981) distinguished three types of RVCs: 
directional RVCs, phase RVCs, and metaphorical RVCs. Directional RVCs involve a second 
verb which signals the direction of the action, such as na chu “take be-out.” Phase RVCs have 
the second verb that expresses the degree of completeness of the action denoted by the first verb, 
such as chi wan “eat finish.” As for Metaphorical RVCs, the second verb usually has a 
metaphorical meaning; for example, xia si “frighten die” means that someone is “frightened to 
death.” C. N. Li and Thompson have also proposed a fourth type of RVCs that is “RVCs 
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obligatory in potential forms,” of which they argued that there were certain RVCs that must 
occur with either of the two infixes, the negation -bu- “not” or the potential marker -de- “be 
able,” between the first and the second verbs2. Packard (2000) and Deng (2010) adopted another 
characterization and separated directional RVCs (e.g., zuo xia “sit down”), stative RVCs (e.g., tui 
dao “push fall,” termed as result-state RVCs by Deng), and attainment RVCs (e.g., kan dao “see 
arrive,” termed as completive RVCs by Deng). Note that directional RVCs and attainment RVCs 
differ from stative RVCs in that they have a close-ended inventory of second verbs. Both 
Packard and Deng have provided lists of specific second verbs that can be classified into the two 
categories. Note that researchers who adopt similar categorizations of RVCs do not always agree 
on the grouping of actual RVC items, as considerable variations were noticed in the groupings. 
For instance, RVCs with the second verbs diao “drop/fall” and dong “move” were classified as 
attainment/completive RVCs by Packard, whereas Deng categorized them as stative/result-state 
RVCs. In contrast, RVCs with the second verb hao “be good,” were classified as stative/result-
state RVCs by Packard and attainment/completive RVCs by Deng. The situation is likely 
because there are no good standards to define verb meanings. Furthermore, certain second verbs 
of RVCs involve extended abstract meanings or the inchoative aspect when used with 
appropriate first verbs. The second verb qilai “rise-come” is an example. When used with the 
first verb zhan “stand” as zhan qilai, qilai indicates the direction of the action, whereas when 
used in chang qilai “sing rise-come,” the RVC itself means to begin to sing and qilai signals the 
launch of the action chang “sing.” Yet a different categorization was suggested by Chen (2008), 
as she proposed the separation between directional verb compounds and resultative verb 
compounds. Such categorization highlights the event types that verb compounds encode. Chen’s 
																																																								
2 A separate paragraph dedicated to the relationship between RVCs and infixes follows.  
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directional verb compounds stand for the above so-called directional RVCs and mostly describes 
motion events (e.g., zuo xia “sit down”). Chen’s resultative verb compounds refer to other RVCs 
that do not use directional second verbs and mostly illustrate state of change (e.g., bai duan 
“bend be broken”). Table 1 provides the detailed taxonomies of Mandarin RVCs proposed by 
different researchers. In the dissertation, I follow the majority approach and consider directional 
RVCs a sub-class of RVCs. 
An important characteristic of RVCs is that they allow two grammatical morphemes, the 
negation -bu- “not” and the potential marker -de- “be able,” to be inserted between the two verbs 
(C. N. Li & Thompson, 1981; Packard, 2000)3. Shown in example (3a) is the negated version of 
example (2b), indicating that Zhangsan’s action of blowing did not break the balloon. In other 
words, doing the action denoted by the first verb did not result in the state denoted by the second 
verb. Example (3b) illustrates the use of the potential affix -de-, which expresses that Zhangsan’s 
action of blowing would lead to the broken state of the balloon4. This trait reflects the 
syntactically complex nature of RVCs. RVCs are compounded verb phrases that involve a 
																																																								
3 The directional RVCs differ from other RVCs in that, besides the negation -bu- and the potential marker -de-, they 
allow other types of insertion such as the perfective aspect marker -le and the direct object of the first verb (C. N. Li 
& Thompson, 1981). Example (i) shows that inserting the perfective aspect marker is acceptable in directional 
RVCs but not other RVCs. Example (ii) shows the case of inserting direct objects. Note that the grammaticality of 
inserting direct objects between the two elements of directional RVCs in certain cases is still under debate. 
(i) a: directional RVC. Zhangsan zhanV1 le  qilaiV2  
Zhangsan  standV1 PFV rise-comeV2 
“Zhangsan stood up.” 
b: non-directional RVC. *Zhangsan chiV1 le  bao 
Zhangsan eatV1 PFV fullV2  
“Zhangsan ate and he was full.” 
(ii) a: directional RVC. Zhangsan  duanV1 cha shanglaiV2  le 
     Zhangsan  serveV1 tea up-comeV2  PFV 
     “Zhangsan served up tea (to the speaker).” 
b: non-directional RVC. *Zhangsan  kanV1 shu daoV2 le 
Zhangsan  hackV1 tree fallV2  PFV 
     “Zhangsan hacked the tree and the tree fell as a result.” 
4 A small fraction of RVCs such as tui guang “promote broad” does not allow the insertion of grammatical affixes 
(Packard, 2000, p.97). It is possible that these RVCs are lexicalized and have lost the combinational nature of their 
two verbs. Henceforth, functional categories that support the production of grammatical features cannot be applied 
to these RVCs. 
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syntactic representation in which the first verb phrase dominates the second verb phrase 
(Sybesma 1999; Wu & He, 2015). In addition, a mature RVC representation involves functional 
categories that allow the incorporation of RVCs with grammatical features such as negation and 
modality.  
(3)  RVC infixation  
a. RVC with the infix -bu- “not” 
Zhangsan chuiV1  bu poV2   qiqiu   
Zhangsan  blowV1  not be brokenV2  balloon 
 “Zhangsan blew the balloon but the balloon did not break as a result. / 
Zhangsan does not have the ability to blow and make the balloon broken. 
b. RVC with the infix -de- “be able” 
Zhangsan chuiV1  de  poV2   qiqiu   
Zhangsan  blowV1  be able  be brokenV2  balloon  
“Zhangsan has the ability to blow the balloon and make it broken.” 
 
The argument structure of RVCs is another important topic in Chinese Linguistics. Both 
the two verb slots of RVCs allow a wide range of verbs and both verbs can be either transitive or 
intransitive. The argument structure of RVCs thus is complex, as different ways of argument 
sharing exist between the two verbs. Compare example (2b) and (4) to see two different ways of 
argument sharing. The RVC in (2b) combines a transitive first verb and an intransitive second 
verb, illustrating that Zhangsan’s action of blowing the balloon made the balloon break. The first 
argument, Zhangsan, is the subject of the first verb, whereas the second argument, qiqiu 
“balloon,” is shared between the two verbs, serving as the object of the first verb and the subject 
of the second verb. Example (4) presents a different case as it combines an intransitive first verb 
and a transitive second verb. Zhangsan’s action of running leads to the result in which he won 
over Lisi. The first argument, Zhangsan, is the shared argument, serving as the subject for both 
verbs, whereas the second argument, Lisi, is the object of the second verb. Note that the two 
verbs of RVCs can be both transitive or intransitive as well. See Y. Li (1990) for in-depth 
discussions of the argument structure of RVCs.  
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(4) Zhangsan  paoV1 yingV2  le  Lisi  
Zhangsan  runV1  winV2   PFV Lisi  
“Zhangsan ran and he won over Lisi as a result.” 
 
1.1.2  The pivotal construction 
The pivotal construction shares a similar hierarchical syntactic structure with RVCs. By 
definition, the pivotal construction refers to a phrase composed of two verbs with an intervening 
noun phrase. The noun phrase acts as the object of the first verb and the subject of the second 
verb (C. N. Li & Thompson 1981). Therefore, the pivotal construction involves a similar 
syntactic representation with RVCs in which the first verb phrase dominates the second verb 
phrase. RVCs and the pivotal construction are different, however, in that the argument structure 
of the pivotal construction stays unchanged. Example (5) shows how this works. The first verb 
jiao “call” dominates and is syntactically higher than the second verb xiu “fix.” The two verbs 
share the noun phrase argument wo “I,” as the first verb takes it as the object and the second verb 
takes it as the subject. Note that this pivotal construction also resembles the English make-
causatives such as I made Jeff leave in both the structure and the meaning.  
(5) Zhangsan jiaoV1  wo xiuV2  chezi 
Zhangsan callV1  I  fixV2   car 
“Zhangsan called/asked/made me to fix the car.” 
 
 Given that the pivotal construction always includes an obligatory, explicit subject in the 
embedded clause, being able to produce this construction suggests that children have developed 
the knowledge of the basic clausal structure in Mandarin. In this dissertation, children’s 
production of the pivotal construction will be used as an indicator of their ability to generate the 




1.2  The Compounding Parameter (TCP) 
The notion that compounds and complex predicates, two superficially dissimilar structures, 
are associated with each other in language acquisition originates from Snyder’s proposal of The 
Compounding Parameter (TCP; Snyder 2001, 2011, 2012, 2016). Snyder (2001, 2016) posited 
the existence of TCP, later termed Generalized Modification, and argued that children’s ability to 
produce novel, endocentric compounds was associated with the ability to produce complex 
predicate constructions (or small clauses). According to Snyder, TCP is a parameter for the 
syntax-semantics interface. A [+TCP] language permits the formation of novel compounds by 
merging morphological roots such as cat book to label the entity the book about cats. It also 
allows the integration of two predicates in order to form “result-indicating” constructions that are 
shown in example (1), as the secondary predicates are integrated into the meanings of the 
primary predicates. Events encoded by these complex predicates are sub-events within the range 
denoted by the primary predicates. For instance, the event that the boy wiped the table clean is to 
the sub-event of the boy wiped the table. This phenomenon parallels well with the case that cat 
book is a type of book. Acquisition evidence supporting the existence of TCP has been found in 
English, Japanese, and German, as children’s age of the first production of novel bare-root noun-
noun compounds was significantly correlated with the age of the first production (or initial signs 
of comprehension) of resultative small clauses (Hanink & Snyder, 2014; Snyder, 2001; Sugisaki 
& Isobe, 2000). 
Studies of TCP have two important implications. First, they point to the acquisition of 
clausal structures as playing an important role when investigating the acquisition of compounds, 
since morphology is intrinsically linked to syntactic principles and processes (cf. Haegeman, 
1994). Second, they have addressed the difference between lexical compounds and novel 
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compounds, which is an issue related to the productivity of grammatical constructions. Lexical 
compounds refer to compounds that occur frequently in the language with idiomatic meanings 
(e.g., toothbrush, suitcase, and ice cream). Novel compounds, according to Synder (2001, 2016), 
can only be identified when the context supports the interpretation that native speakers invent the 
compound at the moment for a specific situation. That is, novel compounds are not lexicalized. 
Note that the distinction between lexical compounds and novel compounds is highly language-
specific, and there might not be clear-cut demarcation. Nevertheless, the fact that children can 
produce novel compounds suggests that they have developed a productive mental representation 
for the compounding structure. This structure, according to Snyder, involves not only the word 
formation process but also has an origin in the productive nature of syntactic representations.  
1.3  Productivity in Early Childhood Language 
Emergence, accuracy, and productivity are the three terms that ought to be distinguished 
when investigating grammatical development. Emergence refers to the first use of certain 
grammatical constructions in children’s spontaneous production (Cazden, 1968; Hadley & Rice, 
1996; Hadley & Short, 2005). Accuracy was first operationalized as the percentage of children’s 
correct production of the target consturctions in obligatory contexts (Brown, 1973; Cazden, 
1968). Productivity, being less clearly defined in existing literature, is characterized as “the 
extent to which a sentence or grammatical pattern can be said to be rule-based” (Ingram, 1989, p. 
333). In other words, measures of productivity are designed to evaluate children’s ability to 
apply grammatical representations to a large number of lexical items. Cazden (1968) represents a 
classic study in which emergence, accuracy, and productivity were used to describe children’s 
grammatical development. Investigating three English-speaking toddlers’ production of two 
noun inflections and three verb inflections (i.e., the plural -s, the possessive ‘s, the present 
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progressive -ing, the third person present tense -3s, and the past tense -ed) in spontaneous 
language samples, Cazden noted that, between 18 to 48 months of age, children began from not 
producing any inflections to producing correct inflections in more than 90% of the obligatory 
contexts. Between the emergence and the accurate mastery of grammatical morphemes, 
overgeneralizations such as saying foots for feet or goed for went were observed. 
Overgeneralizations are viewed as the demonstration of productivity, because these instances are 
never attested in input and children could only produce them by applying a productive rule to the 
target lexical items (Berko, 1958; Cazden, 1968). 
Measures of emergence and accuracy involve certain limitations when being used to 
estimate individuals’ ability to generate unlimited, grammatical expressions. Consider the 
development of grammar to be a gradual process. When children first begin to attempt certain 
grammatical constructions, their production is mostly based on frequent examples in input (i.e., 
rote forms and limited scope formulae) (Lieven et al., 1997; Tomasello, 2003). Gradually 
children reduce the reliance on rote memorization of input and increase their employment of 
grammatical representations to produce language (Rispoli & Hadley, 2011; Rispoli et al., 2012). 
Recall that emergence refers to children’s first use of specific grammatical structures. As first 
uses are likely to be high-frequency items in input, observing emergence does not indicate that 
children have developed a productive representation that can be used to generate an indefinite 
number of grammatical expressions. As for accuracy measures, they are easily inflated if 
children use the same morpheme-lexicon combinations repetitively (Hadley, Rispoli, Holt, 
Fitzgerald, & Bahnsen, 2014; Ingram, 1989; Wilson, 2003), which tends to be the case when 
children are at an early stage of grammatical development. In addition, valid accuracy measures 
require an appropriate amount of data. Serious inflation may occur if there are too few 
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opportunities for children to produce the target constructions. As children who just begin to 
attempt the target constructions may not use them abundantly, accuracy measures become less 
useful (Hadley & Short, 2005; Hadley et al., 2014; Rispoli et al., 2009). Last and most 
importantly, not all productive grammatical constructions in different languages involve 
obligatory contexts, and accuracy measures are not applicable if the target constructions do not 
require obligatory contexts. Mandarin RVCs, for example, are frequent and productive, yet 
Mandarin speakers have other means to describe events that could be encoded using RVCs. 
Therefore, measures of productivity become the optimal choice when targeting grammatical 
constructions that do not involve obligatory contexts. 
When characterizing productivity, researchers often analyzed the frequency and the co-
occurred elements of the target constructions. For example, Braine (1963) proposed the Pivot 
Grammar to describe children’s tendency of attaching frequently occurred words such as more 
and where to other less frequent words (e.g., more juice, more block, etc.) when they began to 
produce word combinations, showing that the “pivots” were more productive than other words. 
Bloom (1970) developed the criteria for separating “unique,” “marginal,” and “productive” 
structures by frequencies and counted only “productive” ones as qualified child grammar. Later 
approaches such as Brown (1973) and Braine (1976) emphasized the semantic orientation of 
constructions, identifying productive semantic relations such as [Agent + Action], [Possessor + 
Possession], or [Entity + Locative] and counting the number of lexically different items in each 
category. More recently, researchers have developed type-based measures for assessing early 
grammatical development such as the unique sentence types (Ingram, 1989), the unique subject-
verb combinations (Bahnsen, 2011; Hadley, Rispoli, & Holt, in press; McKenna, 2013), and the 
Tense/Agreement Productivity (TAP) Score (Hadley & Short, 2005). These measures are 
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designed to exclude children’s repeated production and to filter out high-frequency items. Such 
an approach has been validated with traditional accuracy measures and probe batteries using 
conventional lexical items (Hadley et al., 2014; Rispoli et al., 2009). 
Besides investigating productivity in spontaneous language samples, a great deal of 
experimental research has been devoted to whether children can apply productive rules to novel 
words that they have never heard in input (Akhtar & Tomasello, 1997; Berko, 1958; Brooks & 
Tomasello, 1999; Conwell & Demuth, 2007; Theakston, Lieven, & Tomasello, 2003; Tomasello, 
Akhtar, Dodson, & Rekau, 1997; Wittek & Tomasello, 2005). In fact, Ambridge and Lieven 
(2011) argued that only productivity demonstrated with novel words constitutes full productivity. 
Berko (1958) was the first study to use novel words to test morphological productivity (e.g., This 
is a wug. Now there is another one. They are two ____.). Preschoolers and first-graders from age 
four to seven were tested for productivity in five inflections: the plural -s, the possessive ‘s, the 
progressive -ing, the third person present tense -3s, and the past tense -ed. Even children older 
than five did not always succeed in generalizing to all the novel words, despite the fact that at 
this age they would hardly miss any inflections in the obligatory contexts of real-world 
conversations. A more recent study conducted by Theakston, Lieven, and Tomasello (2003) 
focused on only the third person present tense -3s with children between 30 and 36 months of 
age. Children completed elicitation tasks (e.g., What does this one do? What does it do? It ____.) 
and were tested for the ability to attach the -3s to known verbs and novel verbs. As children’s 
performance with the novel verbs was not equivalent to their performance with the known verbs, 
it was suggested that children younger than age three had not developed a fully productive 
representation of the third person present tense (see also Ambridge & Lieven, 2011).  
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Applying productive grammatical structures with novel words may constitute the strictest 
standard possible for defining productivity (Ambridge & Lieven, 2011). However, there are 
other factors in novel word production tasks that affect children’s test performance (Conwell & 
Demuth, 2007; Fisher, 2002). Language production may become harder when the task is to learn 
a new word and apply a productive representation to it immediately. Young children may be 
more limited in performance because they do not have a sufficient attention span to focus on the 
task. The context of the task is not as natural and supportive for the target structure as 
spontaneous conversations. Theakston et al. (2003), in fact, acknowledged that a performance 
limitation account could not be completely ruled out in explaining the findings. It has also been 
suggested that, when examining grammatical constructions that do not involve obligatory 
contexts (e.g., the English prepositional datives and the double object datives), children’s 
performance can be influenced by their experience with the specific grammatical constructions in 
input or the perceptual differences of the novel words taught (Conwell & Demuth, 2007). Lastly, 
few studies have investigated the association between the productivity demonstrated with novel 
words and that with real words (cf. Leonard, Fey, Deevy, & Bredin-Oja, 2015; Theakston et al., 
2003). Overall, children’s productivity demonstrated in novel word production tasks is affected 
by multiple factors including the knowledge of language in different domains as well as 
metalinguistic skills. 
In summary, the development of productive grammatical constructions is a gradual 
process, in which children move from relying largely on rote memorization of the input 
examples to applying productive representations to a wider range of lexical items. The literature 
has revealed that productivity can be demonstrated at different levels when using different study 
designs. Two-year-olds have been found to demonstrate morphological productivity in 
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spontaneous language samples (Hadley et al., 2014; Marcus, Pinker, Ullman, Hollander, Rosen, 
& Xu, 1992). Novel word learning tasks, on the other hand, demand mature attentional control 
and are more appropriate to use with older children to assess productivity. Finally, studies that 
combine novel word learning and morphological/syntactic productivity have rarely addressed 
whether children’s performance in applying productive rules to novel words was associated with 
their performance with real words. The possibility that performance limitations mask 
productivity is still left open with such tasks. 
1.4  The Acquisition of RVCs and the Pivotal Construction  
Mandarin-speaking children have been found to produce RVCs shortly after they start to 
attempt two-word combinations in naturalistic conversations (Chen, 2008; Deng, 2010; Xiao, 
Cai, & Lee, 2006; Yang, 2006). Using an existing longitudinal corpus of five children from 
Beijing, Chen (2008) reported the earliest RVC production to be at 16 months of age. The early 
RVC production tended to follow adult models in the immediate conversational context5. In 
addition, early RVCs were usually “bare,” as they mostly occurred without arguments. For 
example, one child from Chen’s study at 22 months of age produced da kai “hit open” as a single 
utterance when she wanted her mom to open a toy. Chen argued that children’s RVC production 
became productive around 30 months of age, with a small set of “pivot-like” first verbs or 
second verbs being used to generate different RVCs (e.g., du si “poison die,” sha si “attempt-to-
kill die,” and qie si “cut die” with the “pivot-like” second verb si ”die”). Deng (2010) reported 
similar findings when studying the longitudinal language samples from two children aged 
between 18 to 30 months, analyzing the amount of full-compositional RVCs. An RVC was 
termed full-compositional by Deng if its two verbs had been previously used by the child as 
																																																								
5 Chen (2008) did not exclude children’s imitation of conversational partners in the language samples. Children’s 
production of RVCs documented in Chen could either be imitations or spontaneous production.  
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independent verbs or had been combined with other verbs in addition to the counterpart in the 
target RVC. Deng found that more than 80% of the RVCs produced reached full-compositional 
status before 30 months of age. Although Chen and Deng have reached converging evidence to 
show that children’s RVC use became productive in the third year of life, there are no 
developmental expectations for when and how frequently Mandarin-speaking children are 
expected to use RVCs, let alone how productive their RVC production should be as they grow 
up. Additionally, despite the common acknowledgement that RVCs are productive and frequent 
in Mandarin, there have been no studies addressing the frequency and diversity of RVCs in 
parental input to preschool children.  
Besides exploring children’s production of RVCs in spontaneous language samples, Chen 
(2008) and Deng (2010) both used elicitation tasks to investigate RVC productivity. Chen tested 
the production of RVCs using a video-description task with five age groups (i.e., 30-months, 42-
months, 54-months, 71-months, and adults). Video clips of motion events that involve change of 
location (e.g., a tomato-shaped character rolled down the hill) and “cutting and breaking events” 
that involve changes of state (e.g., breaking a chocolate bar by hand) were used as elicitation 
stimuli. Children around 30 months of age were found to produce a similar number of RVC 
types compared to other age groups as well as the adults. However, the finding should be 
interpreted cautiously because Chen collapsed responses from individual participants, did not 
analyze the data with inferential statistical tests, and did not address the between-child variability 
in RVC productivity. In contrast to Chen, Deng adopted novel word learning tasks and tested 
children’s ability to comprehend RVCs consisting of novel verbs and to use novel verbs to 
produce RVCs. Subjects were taught three novel verbs in three separate sessions. For the novel 
word production task, children were tested on whether they could produce RVCs using the novel 
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verbs when describing video stimuli. Each novel verb was tested twice. A total of 32 children 
between 33 to 48 months of age participated. Among the 28 children who successfully 
completed the whole task, 25 of them produced at least two correct responses out of the six trials 
and 12 of them produced at least four correct responses out of six. Findings of Chen and Deng 
revealed the difference in children’s ability to produce RVCs with real words versus novel 
lexical items. The latter appeared to be more difficult. In addition, individual differences in RVC 
productivity were shown in Deng, as children varied in their ability to produce RVCs using novel 
words.  
As for the pivotal construction, much less is known about its acquisition. Cheung (2009) 
reported the spontaneous production of the pivotal construction in one child between 29 and 34 
months of age. The acquisition of the pivotal construction deserves more attention. The 
production of the pivotal construction may serve as a benchmark for whether children have 
developed the basic clausal structure of subject-predicate combinations in Mandarin, as an 
explicit subject is required in the [(S1) V1 S2 V2] structure. In addition, because the pivotal 
construction and RVCs share a similar syntactic representation in which the first verb phrase 
dominates the second verb phrase, investigating the association between the two structures is 
expected to reveal important information about the acquisition of compounds and complex 
predicates. 
The relationship between the pivotal construction and RVCs has only been investigated by 
Hsu, Rispoli, and Cheung (2015). Examining longitudinal spontaneous language samples from 
10 Mandarin-speaking children, the study compared the time of children’s first use of three 
structures: (1) RVCs (e.g., da kai “hit open”), (2) the pivotal construction (e.g., (wo) jiao ayi bao 
“(I) call aunt hug”), and (3) RVC infixation with the two infixes -bu- and -de- (e.g., da -bu- kai 
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“hit -not- open” and kan -de- dao “see -be-able- arrive”)6. Note that the language samples 
collected for the 10 children varied across the observational time periods, ranging from 17 to 51 
months of age. Five children whose data collection began after 25 months of age produced all 
three target constructions at the first data collection session. For the other five children whose 
data collection began at 26 months of age or earlier, a developmental sequence for the three 
target constructions was apparent. Children’s first use of RVCs preceded that of the pivotal 
construction, and the first use of RVC infixation appeared last. Six of the seven children sampled 
before 30 months of age produced the three target constructions by this age. As children’s initial 
production of RVCs might be rote forms directly extracted from input, RVC infixation was 
viewed as more stringent evidence of a productive representation (Chen, 2008; Hsu et al., 2015). 
The fact that children’s production of the pivotal construction preceded that of RVC infixation 
suggested that children had developed the basic clausal structure in Mandarin before they could 
incorporate functional categories such as negation and modality with the RVC representation.  
1.5  The Gap Statement  
To summarize, previous studies have shown that the development of a productive RVC 
representation is a gradual process. Children appeared to have the ability to combine different 
verbs to form RVCs in naturalistic conversations before 30 months of age, whereas their ability 
to produce RVCs with novel words was not fully developed before age four. Applying a 
productive grammatical representation like the RVC with real lexical items appeared to be easier 
than with novel words. Still, these studies had limitations. First, the longitudinal language 
samples used by Chen (2008), Deng (2010), and Hsu et al. (2015) were not controlled for input 
																																																								
6 Erbaugh (1992) argued that children would use the negation infix -bu- earlier than the potential infix -de- because 
in Mandarin -de- is homonymous to the possessive marker, the nominalizer, the adverbial modifier, and the 
sentential complementizer, and hence could be less easy for children to learn. 
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and contexts, and children who participated differed in the age ranges and the number of 
observations in the data collection process. Given that Mandarin RVCs are never obligatory, 
uncontrolled spontaneous language samples pose challenges for establishing developmental 
expectations for when and how diverse RVCs should be in naturalistic conversations. Note also 
that RVC infixation is suggested to constitute a better indicator for a strong RVC representation 
(Chen, 2008; Hsu et al., 2015). Second, there lack studies that explore the association between 
children’s ability to produce RVCs with real words versus that with novel words. Third, 
between-child individual differences in elicitation tasks targeting grammatical productivity 
should be addressed. Finally, future studies of RVC acquisition ought to consider information 
revealed by the acquisition of the pivotal construction, as the two constructions share a similar 
hierarchical syntactic representation.  
This dissertation combined multiple research techniques to explore the Mandarin RVC 
productivity and to address the above-mentioned knowledge gaps. It included the analysis of 
naturalistic conversations, elicitation tasks with real words, and novel word learning tasks. Two 
studies were included. Study 1 is a corpus exploration that examined the spontaneous uses of 
RVCs, RVC infixation, and the pivotal construction of Mandarin-speaking parents and children 
in naturalistic conversations. Cross-sectional language samples from the CHILDES database for 
children between one to three years of age were used, as this is the age range that children started 
to use RVCs and the lexical diversity of the RVC construction gradually increased. In study 1, 
the production of RVC infixation and the pivotal construction was of special interest. In 
children’s language use, the production of RVC infixation offers strong evidence for a 
productive RVC representation, and the production of the pivotal construction indicates that 
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children have developed the basic clausal structure of Mandarin. The three research questions of 
Study 1 are the following: 
1. How frequently and with how much diversity did Mandarin-speaking parents 
produce RVCs, RVC infixation, and the pivotal construction in naturalistic 
conversations with their children? 
2. When did most Mandarin-speaking children produce RVCs, RVC infixation, and the 
pivotal construction in naturalistic conversations? 
3. How frequently and with how much diversity did children produce RVCs, RVC 
infixation, and the pivotal construction in a systematically-collected cross-sectional 
database? 
Study 2 combined language elicitation/priming tasks and novel word learning/testing tasks 
to address the association between children’s ability to produce RVCs with real words and their 
ability to do so with novel words. The experimental design was proposed to tease apart the 
relative contributions of children’s age and the lexical and syntactic knowledge that affected 
their performance in the novel word learning/testing tasks targeting RVCs. In Study 2, 37 
typically-developing Mandarin-speaking children from three to five years of age were recruited. 
Child participants took two language elicitation/priming tasks and two novel word 
learning/testing tasks adapted from Deng (2010). Additionally, vocabulary measures gathered 
through a standardized language test were used to control for children’s lexical development. 
The two elicitation/priming tasks were designed to examine children’s ability to produce RVC 
infixation and the pivotal construction with different lexical items. In other words, they were 
used to test children’s ability to apply syntactic rules to a broad lexicon. The novel word 
learning/testing tasks were used to examine children’s ability to produce RVCs with novel items 
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that they had never heard in input, which constitutes the strictest standard of RVC productivity 
(Ambridge & Lieven, 2011). Assume that (1) children’s production of the pivotal construction 
reflects their knowledge of the basic clausal structure, and (2) it takes a more mature RVC 
representation and better attentional control to produce RVCs with novel words than with real 
words. It was hypothesized that children’s ability to produce RVC infixation with real words 
would explain additional variation in their ability to produce RVCs with novel words, when their 
age, vocabulary development, and the ability to produce the pivotal construction were controlled. 
The research question of Study 2 is the following: 
1. After controlling for children’s age, vocabulary, and general syntactic knowledge, 
would the strength of children’s RVC representation explain additional variation in 




Corpus Study: Observing Grammatical Productivity in Naturalistic Conversations 
The corpus study aimed to document the spontaneous uses of RVCs, RVC infixation, and 
the pivotal construction of Mandarin-speaking parents and children in naturalistic conversations. 
Cross-sectional language samples controlled for context and length between individual parent-
child dyads at 14, 20, 26, 32, and 36 months from the CHILDES database were coded (Zhou, 
2001; Zhou & Jin, 2012). To anticipate, these samples provided a picture of development before 
the youngest age of the participants included in the following experimental study. The corpus 
study reports the frequency and diversity of the three target constructions produced by adults in 
conversation with children. It also documents when most children started to produce the three 
constructions and the frequency and diversity of children’s production. In addition, specific 
discourse contexts for RVC infixation were explored. The three research questions the study 
intended to answer were the following: 
1. How frequently and with how much diversity did Mandarin-speaking parents 
produce RVCs, RVC infixation, and the pivotal construction in naturalistic 
conversations with their children? 
2. When did most Mandarin-speaking children produce RVCs, RVC infixation, and the 
pivotal construction in naturalistic conversations? 
3. How frequently and with how much diversity did children produce RVCs, RVC 





2.1  Methodology 
2.1.1  Existing Database 
The study used data from two existing cross-sectional databases in the Child Language 
Data Exchange system (CHILDES)7, the Zhou1 and the Zhou2 corpora (Zhou, 2001; Zhou & 
Jin, 2012). The two databases contain spontaneous language samples from toddlers interacting 
with one of the primary caregivers. Purposes of the original two studies were to document 
toddlers’ development of communicative acts and the parent-child social interchange in the 
preschool period in the Mandarin-speaking population in mainland China. The Zhou1 corpus 
includes cross-sectional language samples at 14, 20, 26, and 32 months of age. Each age group 
contains 10 parent-child dyads, constituting a total of 40 language samples (Zhou, 2001). 
Adopting a similar semi-structured play context design of the Zhou1 corpus, the Zhou2 corpus 
includes cross-sectional language samples between individual dyads at 36, 42, 48, 54, 60, 66, and 
72 months of age. Each age group contains 20 dyads. The database as a whole includes 140 
language samples (Zhou & Jin, 2012). Note that all children in the Zhou1 corpus were from 
families of middle or upper middle class according to the participating parents’ educational and 
occupational backgrounds. Most mothers in the Zhou1 corpus had university-level degrees and 
all of them worked as professionals such as government officers, editors, teachers, accountants, 
or technicians in companies. The Zhou2 corpus includes parent-child dyads from either high 
educational backgrounds or low educational backgrounds, with each age group containing 10 
dyads of high educational backgrounds and 10 dyads of low educational backgrounds (Zhou & 
Jin, 2012). Parents with higher educational backgrounds in the Zhou2 corpus had similar 
educational and occupational backgrounds as those in Zhou1. As for parents with lower 
																																																								
7 The two databases can be found at http://childes.talkbank.org/browser/index.php?url=Chinese/Mandarin/ 
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educational backgrounds in Zhou2, their highest educational level was from technical vocational 
schools and they mostly worked as workers in factories or companies.  
The parent-child dyads were invited to a general preschool classroom, where dyads could 
interact with each other. An investigator was present in the room but did not interact with the 
dyads except for unavoidable reasons. The sessions were designed for all dyads to play with the 
same collection of toys. After a warm-up period for the children to become accustomed to the 
setting of the room, parents would play with their children using the contents from four boxes. 
The four boxes contained (1) a ball, (2) a popular toy in China named “Transformer,” (3) a 
picture book with stories in Chinese, and (4) a paper and some crayons. Parents were told to have 
only one box open at a time. Under circumstances when parents tried to engage children with all 
toys from the four boxes at the same time, the session would be terminated. Parents were 
encouraged to do some activities with toys from all four boxes, yet no specific instructions were 
given for how long the dyads should continue with a certain box or if they should use the boxes 
in a specific sequence. Each session lasted about 20 minutes. All sessions were video-recorded 
using a camcorder located at one corner of the room operated by remote control.  
2.1.2  Participants  
Participants from the original studies of both corpora were recruited from mainland China 
and all families spoke Mandarin Chinese as the primary language at home. All child participants 
were reported by parents or preschool teachers as typically developing in that there was no 
evidence of any hearing impairment or developmental delay. Given China’s one-child policy, all 
child participants in the two databases are the only children in their families. Child gender was 
specified in the Zhou2 corpus but not in the Zhou1 corpus.  
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For the current study, all parent-child dyads from the Zhou1 corpus and the dyads of higher 
educational backgrounds from the Zhou2 corpus at 36 months of age were included. This 
arrangement resulted into a combined database that contains cross-sectional language samples at 
14, 20, 26, 32, and 36 months of age, with each age group including 10 dyads. Families of this 
database represent middle or upper middle class families from mainland China. 
2.1.3  Language Samples  
The study used the existing language samples selected from the Zhou1 and the Zhou2 
corpora. Each 20-min language sample was transcribed according to the standard conventions of 
the Codes for the Human Analysis of Transcripts (CHAT) using the Computerized Language 
Analysis program (CLAN) (MacWhinney, 2000). Transcripts were verified between a first and a 
second transcriber for both content and adherence to the CHAT convention. Utterances were 
separated primarily based on speech contours and the duration of pauses. To prepare language 
samples for the current study, a total of 50 language samples were downloaded from the online 
archival databases (i.e., 10 samples for each of the age groups at 14, 20, 26, 32, and 36 months). 
Further coding and analysis were also carried out in CLAN. 
2.1.4  Coding Procedures  
Three target constructions were coded for both the parental use and the children’s use: (1) 
RVCs, (2) RVC infixation, and (3) the pivotal construction. RVCs were defined as verb 
compounds that consist of two adjacent verbs in which the first verb denotes an action and the 
second verb denotes the result of the action. The first verbs tend to be action verbs and the 
second verbs could be action verbs, stative verbs, or adjectival verbs. Verb compounds in which 
the second verb does not denote the result of the first verb, such as fu yang “bring-comfort-to 
raise” or piao liu “drift flow,” were excluded. RVC infixation refers to RVCs with either one of 
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the two grammatical infixes, -bu- “not” or -de- “be able.” Examples of RVC and RVC infixation 
are provided below.  
(6) RVC 
Child wo wan  hao  le  (36 months)   
I play  be good PFV 
   “I have played and am done with playing.” 
 
(7) a.  RVC with the infix -bu- “not” 
  Child wo zhao  bu  zhao  (36 months)   
   I search  not  be on target 
   “I (tried to) find (something) but cannot find it.” 
b.  RVC with the infix -de- “be able” 
  Child da  de  qi   (32 months)  
   build   be able  rise  
   “(I) can stack (these blocks) and (make them) rise up.” 
 
The coding of the pivotal construction was slightly complicated due to the difficulty in 
disambiguating the pivotal construction and the serial verb construction in language samples 
without further discourse information. According to the definition given in C. N. Li and 
Thompson (1981), the pivotal construction contains two verbs and an intervening noun phrase 
serving as the object of the first verb and the subject of the second verb. However, given that 
Mandarin does not have case markers or agreement markers, the pivotal construction and the 
serial verb construction sometimes share an identical surface form which can only be 
distinguished based on verb semantics and/or specific discourse contexts of the grammatical 
constructions. Example (8) compares the nonambiguous and the ambiguous examples. In 
example (8a), as the first verb rang “let” takes the intervening noun phrase, xiong “bear,” as the 
object, its verb meaning of rang “let” indicates that the second verb zuo “sit” takes xiong “bear” 
as the subject. In example (8b), however, it is ambiguous as whether the second verb, hua 
“draw,” takes the subject of the entire construction, mama “mom,” or the intervening noun 
phrase, ni “you,” as its subject without further discourse information. As a result, pivotal 
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constructions coded in this study were limited to instances that involve five specific first verbs to 
ensure that they did not involve the ambiguous condition. The five verbs are rang “let,” gei 
“give,” jiao “call,” dai “bring,” and pei “accompany.” The semantic properties of the five verbs 
guaranteed the hierarchical syntactic nature of the pivotal construction. Lastly, because Mandarin 
allows subject dropping, the presence of the subject of the first verb was not required for coding 
the pivotal construction. 
(8) The pivotal construction   
  a. The nonambiguous condition 
Child rang  xiong zuo   (32 months)   
   let  bear sit  
   “Let the bear sit.” 
  b. The ambiguous condition 
Mom mama jiao ni  hua  (36 months) 
   mom teach you  draw 
  “Mom (will) teach you how to draw. / Mom (will) teach you how to  
draw by demonstrating drawing to you.”  
 
Children’s use of the three target constructions were further coded as either a spontaneous 
production or a production that overlapped with prior parental use. If a child used a target 
construction that had been used by the parent in the entire preceding context of the language 
sample, it would be coded as an overlapping use. By definition, the coding of overlapping use 
included children’s immediate imitation and delayed imitation of parental language use. The 
separation between spontaneous and overlapping uses provided an indication of children’s 
reliance on input and conversational support when producing the target constructions.  
2.1.5  Measures  
The study included descriptive measures to characterize the language samples and target 
measures. The four descriptive measures were the number of total utterances produced, the 
number of total words produced (NTW), the number of different words produced (NDW), and 
mean length of utterance (MLU) in words. These are measures of the parent-child dyads’ 
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talkativity, vocabulary diversity, and utterance length. Note that all language samples used had 
been previously transcribed and segmented by Zhou and her colleagues according to the CHAT 
conventions. The descriptive measures, therefore, were calculated using CLAN without further 
adjustment.  
To address the research questions, three target measures were calculated for the parental 
use and children’s use of the three target constructions (i.e., RVCs, RVC infixation, and the 
pivotal construction). The first is the number of parents or children in each age group that had 
used at least one instance of the target constructions. For the parental use, this measure addressed 
if the three target constructions were common in child-directed speech in Mandarin. For 
children’s use, this measure was used to identify the age that one should expect children to 
produce the three target constructions in naturalistic conversations. The other two measures were 
the number of total instances (i.e., tokens) and the number of different instances (i.e., types) of 
the target constructions produced by the parent-child dyads. For the parental use, the two 
measures indicated the frequency and diversity of the three target constructions in a 20-min 
language sample with a semi-structured play context. For children’s use, the two measures 
addressed the frequency and diversity of the three target constructions that children would 
normally attempt in such a sample. Children’s overlapping uses of the target constructions were 
not included when calculating the three target measures but were reported separately. 
2.1.6  Reliability  
To ensure coding reliability, a graduate student research assistant who is also a native 
Mandarin speaker was trained to code the language samples for the three target constructions. 
Inter-coder agreement rate was calculated by dividing the number of target constructions 
identified by both the primary coder and the reliability coder by the number of target 
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constructions identified by either the primary coder or the reliability coder. Before coding 
independently, the reliability coder coded three practice samples. During this training phase, the 
primary coder reviewed each practice sample with the reliability coder immediately after the 
coding was completed. Coding differences were discussed and resolved with discussion. The 
reliability coder then coded eight randomly-selected language samples, or 16% of the data, 
independently. 
The eight language samples included a total of 1,475 utterances for parental input and 329 
utterances for children’s language production. For parental input, the inter-coder agreement rate 
of total target constructions produced (i.e., tokens) was 0.90 (of 219 items), and that of different 
target constructions produced (i.e., types) was 0.88 (of 154 items). The Inter-coder agreement 
rate of individual language samples of the total target constructions produced ranged between 
0.83 and 1.00, and that of the different target constructions produced ranged between 0.74 and 
1.00. As for children’s language production, the primary coder and the reliability coder reached a 
complete inter-rater agreement. The agreement rate for both the total target constructions 
produced (of 14 items) and the different constructions produced (or 11 items) was 1.00. 
2.1.7  Analysis Plan  
First, the four descriptive measures of both parental and children’s language production, 
the number of total utterances produced, NTW, NDW, and MLU in words, were reported to 
characterize the language samples analyzed. Next, the number of parents in each age group that 
had used the three target constructions (i.e., RVCs, RVC infixation, and the pivotal construction) 
and the average numbers of tokens and types of the target constructions were reported to address 
the parental use of the three target constructions. As for exploring children’s use of the target 
constructions, the number of children in each age group that had at least one instance of the 
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target constructions was reported. This was done to provide a picture of when most children 
should be expected to produce the three target constructions in naturalistic conversations. 
Finally, the average numbers of tokens and types of the three target constructions in each age 
group were calculated to reveal the frequency and diversity of children’s use of the three target 
constructions at different ages. Given that each age group included only 10 cross-sectional 
language samples, no statistical inference tests were performed. 
2.2  Results 
2.2.1  Descriptive Characteristics of the Language Samples 
A total of 50 language samples were examined at the ages of 14, 20, 26, 32, and 36 
months, with each age group including 10 samples. Details of the descriptive statistics 
characterizing parent-child dyads’ talkativity, vocabulary diversity, and utterance length are 
reported in Table 2. On average, Mandarin-speaking parents produced 209.42 utterances (SD = 
102.38) in 20 minutes to children aged between 14 to 36 months. The average number of total 
parental word use was 862.06 (SD = 436.37) and the average number of different parental word 
use was 192.96 (SD = 64.84). The parental average MLU in words was 4.07 (SD = 0.55). 
Children’s talkativity measured using the number of total utterances and the number of total 
word use showed an increasing trend with age. The average number of total utterances produced 
by children was 30.90 (SD = 7.94) and the average number of words used was 42.50 (SD = 
12.24) at 14 months of age, and the average number of total utterance produced was 103.30 (SD 
= 40.78) and the average number of words used was 251.90 (SD = 96.65) at 36 months of age. 
Children’s vocabulary diversity measured using the number of different words produced 
increased over time as well, as the average number was 15.20 (SD = 7.22) at 14 months of age 
and 102.40 (SD = 23.91) at 36 months of age. However, children’s average number of total 
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utterances produced, total words produced, and different words produced showed a decrease at 
32 months of age. Additionally, Children’s average MLU in words was 1.38 (SD = 0.28) at 14 
months of age, and the average MLU in words was 2.48 (SD = 0.34) at 36 months of age.  
2.2.2  Parental Use of RVCs, RVC Infixation, and the Pivotal Construction 
To address the first research question of the frequency and diversity of RVCs, RVC 
infixation, and the pivotal construction in Mandarin-speaking parents’ conversation with their 
children, parental use of the three constructions was examined using the number of parents in 
each age group that had produced the target constructions, the number of total instances (i.e., 
tokens), and the number of different instances (i.e., types) of the target constructions produced 
(see Table 3). RVCs were found to be a common grammatical construction in Mandarin child-
directed speech. All parents included in the study produced RVCs. The average number of total 
RVCs produced in a 20-min language sample was 27.78 (SD = 15.28) and the average number of 
different RVCs produced was 18.20 (SD = 9.38). On the other hand, RVC infixation was less 
frequent. A total of 29 parents produced RVC infixation. Half or more than half of the parents in 
the age groups of 20, 26, 32, and 36 months used RVC infixation with their children, whereas 
only three parents in the age group of 14 months did so. The average number of total RVC 
infixations produced was 1.32 (SD = 1.57) and the average number of different RVC infixations 
produced was 1.24 (SD = 1.41). Parental use of the pivotal construction was more common than 
RVC infixation, but was not as frequent as RVCs. A total of 41 parents produced the pivotal 
construction. In each age group, seven or more parents produced the pivotal construction. The 
average number of total pivotal constructions used was 3.42 (SD = 3.25) and the average number 
of different pivotal constructions used was 2.64 (SD = 2.41). 
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2.2.3  Children’s Uses of RVCs, RVC Infixation, and the Pivotal Construction 
The second and the third research question of the study addressed when Mandarin-
speaking children started to produce RVCs, RVC infixation, and the pivotal construction, as well 
as the frequency and diversity of their production. Children’s use of the target constructions was 
examined using identical target measures of the parental use. Only children’s spontaneous 
production was counted when calculating the target measures (see Table 4). The number of 
children in each age group who produced overlapping uses of the target constructions is reported 
separately. For children’s RVC use, the number of children who produced RVCs spontaneously 
increased between 14 and 36 months of age. At 14 and 20 months, only one child among the ten 
children observed produced RVCs spontaneously. At 26 and 32 months, there were six and seven 
children produced RVCs respectively. At 36 months of age, nine of the ten children used RVCs. 
The average numbers of total RVCs and different RVCs that children produced increased over 
time as well. Whereas there was hardly any RVC use at 14 and 20 months of age, at 36 months 
of age, the average total RVCs produced was 3.10 (SD = 2.60) and the average different RVCs 
produced was 2.50 (SD = 1.65). In addition, children who produced spontaneous RVCs tended to 
produce the overlapping RVCs with parental use as well. At 20 and 26 months of age, children 
who produced spontaneous RVCs all produced overlapping RVCs. At 32 months of age, four out 
of the seven children who produced spontaneous RVCs also produced overlapping RVCs. At 36 
months of age, eight out of the nine children who produced spontaneous RVCs produced 
overlapping RVCs. 
Children’s RVC infixation was first observed at 20 months of age in this sample, with two 
children each producing one spontaneous RVC infixation. RVC infixation remained sparse in the 
older age groups, with a maximum of four children at 26, 32, and 36 months producing a 
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maximum of three different instances. The average number of total RVC infixations and 
different RVC infixations increased slightly over time. In fact, the total RVC infixations and the 
different RVC infixations produced by children were identical in the age groups of 20, 32, and 
36 months, indicating that children did not repeat themselves when producing RVC infixation. 
Only 3 out of the 50 children examined produced RVC infixation that overlapped with the 
parental use, and they were all at different age groups (i.e., 20, 26, and 32 months of age). Only 
one child at 32 months of age produced both spontaneous and overlapping RVC infixations. 
Children’s use of the pivotal construction was first observed at 26 months of age in this 
sample, with one child producing two different pivotal constructions. At 32 and 36 months, two 
and six children produced pivotal constructions, respectively. The average numbers of total 
pivotal constructions and different pivotal constructions in the same age groups were very close, 
showing few repetitions in children’s spontaneous pivotal construction use. The average total 
pivotal constructions and the average different pivotal constructions were identical at 26 months 
of age (M = 0.20, SD = 0.63). The average total pivotal constructions and the average different 
pivotal constructions at 32 and 36 months of age were 0.60 (SD = 1.58) and 0.50 (SD = 1.27), 
and 1.20 (SD = 1.40) and 1.10 (SD = 1.20), respectively. Only 2 out of the 50 children examined 
produced pivotal constructions that overlapped with parental use, and they were at two different 
age groups (i.e., 32 and 36 months of age). The child at 36 months of age produced both 
spontaneous and overlapping pivotal constructions. 
2.3  Interim Discussion 
The study represents the first attempt in the current Mandarin acquisition literature to 
document the parental use of RVCs, a highly-productive grammatical construction in Mandarin 
(C. N. Li & Thompson, 1981). It also documented the emergence of RVCs and other related 
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grammatical constructions in typically developing Mandarin-speaking children’s language 
production, as well as how the frequency and diversity of these constructions increased. All 
parents included in the study used RVCs when talking to their children, regardless of how old the 
children were. In a 20-min language sample, the average parental RVC use was close to 30, 
among which there were 20 different instances. The finding provided empirical estimates of the 
frequency and diversity of RVCs in child-directed speech in Mandarin. The finding further 
demonstrated Mandarin speakers’ ability to flexibly combine different first verbs and second 
verbs to form RVCs, as parents tended to use specific first verbs or second verbs to create 
different RVCs. For example, one parent in the age group of 32 months (32ZRVC10X) produced 
four different RVCs using the first verb fang “put.” They are fang hao “put be-good,” fang ping 
“put become-flat,” fang wen “put become-stable,” and fang zhengqi “put be-in-good-order.” As 
the parent used the same action verb to describe these events, the various result states of the 
affected objects were expressed using different stative verbs. The same parent also produced five 
different RVCs using the second verb hao “be-good.” They are fang hao “put be-good,” zuo hao 
“sit be-good,” shou hao “put-away be-good,” wan hao “play be-good,” and gai hao “cover be-
good.” As the second verb hao “be-good” denoted a result state of being in a good condition, 
these RVCs marked the different actions that led to the similar result state of the affected agents 
or objects. On the other hand, parental use of RVC infixation was far less frequent than RVCs. 
Among the 50 parents of the study, 29 parents produced RVC infixation. The average parent 
used less than two RVC infixations in a 20-min language sample. Additionally, the infix marking 
negation, -bu- “not,” was used more often than the infix marking positive potentiality, -de- “be 
able.” The parents as a whole produced 66 RVC infixations, of which 57 involved -bu- “not” and 
9 involved -de- “be able.” Parents seldom used repetitive first verbs or second verbs to produce 
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RVC infixation. For example, the parent who produced the most instances of RVC infixation 
(36ZRVC07G), that is, six different RVC infixations in a language sample, used six different 
first verbs and five different second verbs to generate the instances.  
As for children’s RVC use, the earliest RVC observed in this sample emerged at 14 months 
of age, which is kai lai “open come.” The child (14ZRVC02X) used the RVC when the parent-
child dyad was trying to open a box containing toys. The first verb kai “open” denoted the 
action, and the second verb lai “come” denoted the directional result of the action as moving 
toward the speaker. At 14 and 20 months of age, there was only one child producing RVCs 
spontaneously. Children’s RVC use started to flourish at 26 months of age, with six children 
producing RVCs spontaneously. The average child at 26 months of age produced fewer than two 
RVCs in a 20-min language sample, and the RVCs tended to be unique ones. Children’s RVC 
use continued to expand from 26 months to 36 months of age, as almost all children at 36 months 
of age produced RVCs spontaneously. The average child at 36 months of age produced about 
three RVCs in a 20-min language sample, and children seldom repeated themselves when using 
RVCs. Lastly, children who produced spontaneous RVCs were also the ones producing RVCs 
overlapping with parental use. These findings served as the first estimates in the literature of the 
ages and the diversity of children’s RVC production in naturalistic conversations. They also 
converged well with previous studies of children’s RVC production using longitudinal language 
samples with fewer participants (Chen, 2008; Deng, 2010). It appeared that Mandarin-speaking 
children started to use RVCs early in the second year of life, and children’s RVC types and 
tokens exhibited substantial growth between age two and three. 
As for RVC infixation, children’s earliest use was observed at 20 months of age, with two 
children each producing one instance of RVC infixation spontaneously. Interestingly, the two 
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children produced the same RVC infixation to describe the same event. The two children both 
encountered difficulties when trying to remove the cap of a crayon, and they both used kai -bu- 
dong “open -not- move” to describe the situation. The first verb kai “open” denoted the action 
and the second verb dong “move” denoted the desired result state, which was not achieved as 
marked by the infix -bu- “not.” Despite the early emergence of RVC infixation at 20 months of 
age, the numbers of children using RVC infixation in older age groups did not keep pace with the 
RVC use. In all age groups, fewer than or equal to four children produced RVC infixation, and a 
total of 13 out of the 50 children included in the study did so. As RVC infixation was rare in 
children’s production, children almost never repeated themselves when producing RVC 
infixation. For the 13 children who produced RVC infixation, the number of infixations they 
produced ranged from one to three, with only one child repeating herself in using the same 
instance twice. As for overlapping uses, only 3 out of the total 50 children produced an RVC 
infixation that overlapped with a prior parental use, and the three children were at 20, 26, and 32 
months of age, respectively. Only the child at 32 months of age produced both spontaneous and 
overlapping RVC infixation, whereas the other two produced only overlapping infixations. 
Children’s RVC infixation was found to be rare in naturalistic conversations, and most instances 
were produced spontaneously. Deng (2010) reported similar findings using longitudinal language 
samples collected in home settings. Deng observed a girl and a boy longitudinally between one-
and-a-half to two-and-a-half years of age. The girl, CY, had 31 hours of data, in which she 
produced 133 different RVCs but only four different RVC infixations. The boy, ZTX, had 34 
hours of data, in which he produced 146 different RVCs and six different RVC infixations.   
The rarity of RVC infixation compared to RVCs in both parent input and children’s 
language production sparked further investigation of the naturalistic contexts for using RVC 
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infixation. When speaking to their children, Mandarin-speaking parents used more than one RVC 
per minute, whereas RVC infixation was used less than once in every 10 minutes. At 36 months 
of age, almost all children used RVCs and they produced an average of more than three RVCs in 
20 minutes. On the other hand, only 4 out of the 10 children at 36 months of age produced RVC 
infixation, and the average RVC infixation used was one in 20 minutes. In addition, most RVC 
infixation in parent input involved the negation marker -bu- “not” as opposed to the positive 
potentiality marker -de- “be able.” It appeared that RVC infixation was mostly used when the 
desired results were not achieved. Several RVC infixations that were used by more than one 
parent in the sample are: da -bu- kai “hit -not- open,” gou -bu- dao “reach -not- arrive,” ba -bu- 
dong “pull -not- move,” and na -bu- chulai “take -not- out-come.” These RVC infixations all 
indicated that performing actions denoted by the first verbs did not lead to the result states 
denoted by the second verbs. Children’s use of RVC infixation was similar to that of parents, as 
there was only one RVC infixation with -de- “be able” among the overall 22 instances of RVC 
infixation produced by all children. The rare use of the positive potentiality marker -de- “be 
able” in naturalistic conversations might be related to the result-encoding nature of RVCs. All 
RVCs have a default reading that implies the achievement of the results encoded. Therefore, if 
the results are achievable or have been achieved, there is no need to mark them explicitly with    
-de-. The following excerpt showing the only RVC infixation with -de- produced by the child at 






(9) The use of RVC infixation between a parent-child dyad at 32 months of age 
  Mom  da  bu   qilai    ya 
    stack not  rise-come  SFP 
    “(You) cannot stack (these blocks) and (make them) rise up.” 
   Child  da  de   qi    
    stack be able  rise 
    “(I) can stack (these blocks) and (made them) rise up.” 
 
In this example, the adult commented on the child’s action by using the RVC infixation da 
-bu- qilai “stack -not- rise-come,” suggesting that the child could not achieve what she intended 
to do by stacking the blocks. The child, however, expressed her objecting opinion using the same 
RVC with the infix of opposite polarity, the positive potentiality marker -de- “be able,” and 
formed da -de- qi “stack -be able- rise.” The example suggests that the production of RVC 
infixation with -de- in naturalistic conversations may require a very specific context. It is 
probably most appropriate when speakers intend to contrast the prior assumption of a negative 
outcome with an emphatic assertion of a positive outcome. Nevertheless, this child at 32 months 
of age appeared to have (1) developed an adequate syntactic representation to support the 
production of RVC infixation and (2) grasped the conversational appropriateness for using the 
positive potential infix -de-.   
Besides the use of RVCs and RVC infixation, the study also investigated the use of pivotal 
constructions in both parent input and children’s language production. Although not as 
frequently used as RVCs, the pivotal construction was also common in child-directed speech in 
Mandarin. Of the 50 parents included, 41 produced pivotal constructions. The average parent 
used more than three pivotal constructions in a 20-min language sample. Recall that the study 
had limited the pivotal constructions coded to five specific first verbs (i.e., rang “let,” gei “give,” 
jiao “call,” dai “bring,” and pei “accompany”) due to the difficulty in disambiguating the pivotal 
construction and the serial verb construction. Therefore, it was possible that parents actually used 
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more pivotal constructions than reported here. Similar to the parental use of RVCs, parents 
tended to use specific first verbs, second verbs, and the intervening noun phrases to form 
different pivotal constructions. For example, the parent who produced the most different pivotal 
constructions among all parents (20ZRVC08X) had nine instances. Across the nine instances, 
there were two distinct first verbs, rang “let” and gei “give,” five distinct second verbs, kan 
“see,” ting “listen,” xie “write,” lai “come,” and chulai “out-come,” and six different intervening 
noun phrases, wo “I,” ta “s/he,” women “we,” mama “mom,” ayi “aunt,” and xueer “Xueer, the 
child’s name.” 
Children’s production of the pivotal construction was first observed at 26 months of age in 
this sample, with one child producing two distinct pivotal constructions spontaneously. Between 
26 and 36 months of age there was a slight increase in the number of children producing pivotal 
constructions. However, overall there were only 9 out of the 50 children who used pivotal 
constructions. Similar to the production of RVC infixation, children did not repeat themselves 
when using pivotal constructions. For the nine children who produced pivotal constructions, the 
number of pivotal constructions they produced ranged from one to four, with only two children 
repeating themselves in using the same pivotal constructions twice. Children tended not to 
produce overlapping uses of pivotal constructions either, as there were only 2 out of the 50 
children who did so. The two children were from the age groups of 32 and 36 months. The 36-
month-old child had both spontaneous and overlapping pivotal constructions, whereas the 32-
month-old child produced only one overlapping instance. In short, children’s production of the 
pivotal construction was sparse, just like that of their RVC infixation. When they used pivotal 
constructions, the instances produced tended to be spontaneous.   
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In sum, this study documented the frequency and diversity of parental use of RVCs, RVC 
infixation, and the pivotal construction to toddlers aged between 14 and 36 months. Of the three 
target constructions, RVCs were the most frequent, and the pivotal construction was less 
common than RVCs. RVC infixation was the least frequent. The study also revealed the earliest 
emergence of children’s use of the three target constructions, as well as how children’s diversity 
of each construction expanded between 14 and 36 months of age. The study found converging 
results with previous studies examining longitudinal data (Chen, 2008; Deng, 2010). More 
importantly, it provided empirical estimates the numbers of RVCs that typically-developing 
Mandarin-speaking children would attempt at a given age and in a given amount of time. 
Children at 36 months of age on average produced three different RVCs in a 20-min language 
sample. Still, less is known about children’s ability to produce RVC infixation and the pivotal 
construction at the same time. Consider the low frequency of the parental use of RVC infixation 
and the pivotal construction. Because of this low frequency, children’s production of these 
constructions tended not to overlap with the parental use. When children did produce RVC 
infixation and the pivotal construction in the language samples, what they produced seemed to be 
spontaneous and not based on exemplars that were highly frequent in input. The production of 
these two constructions was more likely to be based on abstract syntactic representations. It is 
also true that, given the rarity of these two constructions in naturalistic conversation, it would be 





Experimental Study: Decomposing Components of Grammatical Productivity 
The experimental study was designed to establish the association between children’s ability 
to produce grammatical constructions using real words compared to novel words. It also aimed 
to decompose children’s grammatical productivity demonstrated in novel word production tasks. 
It examined the relationships between children’s ability to produce RVCs using novel words and 
children’s age, vocabulary knowledge, their ability to produce pivotal constructions using real 
words, and their ability to produce RVC infixation using real words. The study included two 
novel word learning/testing tasks targeting two novel verbs, a standardized vocabulary test, and 
two language elicitation/priming tasks targeting the production of the pivotal construction and 
RVC infixation using real words. This series of tasks were designed to tease apart the relative 
contributions of children’s lexical knowledge, general syntactic knowledge, and the syntactic 
knowledge of RVCs in supporting children’s production of RVCs with novel words. Children’s 
performance in producing the pivotal construction and RVC infixation using real words was 
taken as the measurement for the strength of their general syntactic knowledge and that of the 
RVC representation. It was hypothesized that, after controlling for age, the lexical and general 
syntactic knowledge, the strength of children’s RVC representation would explain additional 
variation in their ability to produce RVCs using novel words. The specific research question the 
study was designed to answer is as the following: 
After controlling for children’s age, vocabulary, and general syntactic knowledge, would 
the strength of children’s RVC representation explain additional variation in their ability to 
produce RVCs using novel words? 
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3.1  Methodology 
3.1.1  Participants 
A total of 37 typically-developing Mandarin-speaking children from three to five years of 
age were recruited from Taipei City, Taiwan, for the study. Given the linguistic diversity in 
Taiwan, most children included were also exposed to languages other than Mandarin (e.g., 
Southern Min, Hakka, or English) at home or in preschool. Nevertheless, it was confirmed by all 
primary caregivers that all children recruited depended on Mandarin in everyday life, and none 
of them possessed the ability to produce well-formed, adult-like sentences in languages other 
than Mandarin. A phone interview was conducted with parents who expressed interest in 
participating. The interview inquired about the children’s general health as well as play and 
language behaviors. Children with congenital or acquired neurological or sensory impairments, 
insertion of pressure equalization tubes as a result of repeated bouts of otitis media, or delayed 
onset of walking or talking (i.e. after 1;3) were not invited to participate. Children who had been 
referred for early intervention (EI) speech-language services were also excluded. In addition, as 
the study included the Receptive and Expressive Vocabulary Test (REVT; Huang, Chien, Chu, & 
Lu, 2010), a standardized vocabulary test, all children were required to demonstrate vocabulary 
knowledge in both the receptive and expressive domains at or above the 10th percentile when 
compared to age-equivalent peers. Four of the 37 children were eliminated from the analyses 
because their expressive vocabulary was below the 10th percentile. Another two children were 
eliminated from the final analysis due to their extreme outlier status in task performance. One 
girl scored more than 3 SD below the mean in the language elicitation/priming task for RVC 
infixation. The other boy failed to attempt any of the two novel words in the novel word 
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learning/testing tasks. Therefore, it was impossible to determine whether the boy had learned the 
novel words or not, let alone evaluate his ability to produce RVCs with novel words.  
The remaining 31 children (13 boys) were between the ages of 3;0 and 4;8 (M = 3.69, SD = 
0.52). The educational levels of the primary caregivers at home (all mothers) included 
completion of high school (n = 2), associate’s degree or some college (n = 6), bachelor’s degree 
(n = 14), and advanced degree (n = 9). 
3.1.2  Vocabulary Assessment 
The Receptive and Expressive Vocabulary Test (REVT; Huang, Chien, Chu, & Lu, 2010) 
was used to evaluate children’s vocabulary development. The test is designed for children 
between the ages of three and seven. Age norms for the test were divided into half-year 
increments and were established based on a national sample of 862 children in Taiwan, with each 
age group including more than 70 children. The numbers of boys and girls were roughly equal in 
each age group. The administration time is between 30 and 45 minutes. The test consists of two 
sections, receptive and expressive. Administration of the receptive section always precedes that 
of the expressive section. Both sections include four subtests: naming, categorization, definition, 
and reasoning. Each section contains 66 test items. Test items in the receptive section include 
nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and connectives, and those in the expressive section include 
nouns, verbs, and adjectives. Children were shown pictures and were then read a question by the 
examiner.  For the receptive section, children were asked to point to pictures that corresponded 
to the questions. For instance, the examiner would ask the child, “which bear is pushing the 
elephant?” In order to score, the child had to point to the bear that is pushing the elephant but not 
the bear that is pulling the elephant. For the expressive section, children were required to 
verbally answer the questions. For instance, the examiner would ask the child, “how is the 
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penguin?” when pointing to a penguin that looks upset. The child had to respond by saying 
“angry” or “upset” in order to score. An accurate response to each question scores from one to 
three points depending on the question. The section would terminate when the child scored five 
zeros consecutively.  
3.1.3  Language Elicitation/Priming Task 
All children participated in two language elicitation/priming tasks. In the two tasks, 
children were asked to describe pairs of pictures that were designed to encourage the production 
of the pivotal construction and RVC infixation. Each task took approximately 20 minutes. 
Children’s performance in producing the pivotal construction using real words was an attempt to 
measure their general knowledge of the Mandarin clausal structure. Consider the [(S1) V1 S2 
V2] pivotal construction, in which the subject of the subordinate clause must be overt. Children’s 
successful production of the pivotal construction indicates that they have grasped the hierarchical 
syntactic nature of Mandarin. Children’s performance in producing RVC infixation, on the other 
hand, addressed whether they can apply the negative -bu- “not” and potential -de- “be able” with 
scope over the second verbs of RVCs. If children were able to do this, it suggested that they 
treated the first verbs and the second verbs in RVCs as separate verbs and have developed a 
hierarchical syntactic representation for RVCs.  
3.1.3.1  Eliciting/Priming the Pivotal Construction  
The pivotal construction elicitation/priming task employed 10 pairs of picture stimuli, 
including two practice stimuli and eight test stimuli. The stimuli featured different causal events 
occurring between four members of a family, including Dad, Mom, the son Baobao, and their pet 
dog. Each event was depicted in two related pictures and involved two and only two family 
members (e.g., Dad made Baobao go to bed; see Appendix A for a complete list of stimuli). On 
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each trial, the examiner would describe the first picture to set up the contextual background. For 
example, for the event “Dad made Baobao go to bed,” the examiner would say, “it was late at 
night, but Baobao was still playing.” The examiner would then point to the second picture and 
ask the participant to describe the causal event to elicit the pivotal construction such as babaS1 
jiaoV1 baobaoS2 shuijueV2 “DadS1 callV1 BaobaoS2 sleepV2.” Two prompts plus an intonation 
prompt, if necessary, were used to elicit the target pivotal construction. Consider the [(S1) V1 S2 
V2] pivotal construction in which the first subject is an optional element. The first prompt 
contains only the optional first subject without any of the other three essential elements as shown 
in example (10a). This prompt resembles a common question regarding what the first subject did. 
If the participant did not respond or responded without using the target pivotal construction, the 
examiner would re-elicit using the second prompt, which contains the optional first subject, the 
obligatory first verb, and the obligatory second subject as in example (10b). This prompt 
specifically asks for what the first subject forced, requested or enabled the second subject to do. 
Note that it is legitimate for native Mandarin speakers to reply to the second prompt using only 
the second verb, in this case, shuijue “sleep.” Under the circumstance that the participant 
responded using only the second verb, the examiner would proceed with the intonation prompt 
such as “great! Dad…,” and would pause to encourage the participant to finish the sentence with 
the three remaining elements, the first verb, the second subject, and the second verb. An 
additional imitation prompt was used at practice trials when the participant did not attempt the 
target pivotal constructions at the first, the second, or the intonation prompt. Imitation prompts 
were not used in testing trials. See Appendix A for a real conversational scenario for how the 




(10) a. Eliciting/Priming the pivotal construction: 1st prompt  
      babaS1 zuo le sheme?   
   DadS1 do PFV what 
   “What was Dad doing? / What did Dad do?” 
b.  Eliciting/Priming the pivotal construction: 2nd prompt  
babaS1  jiaoV1 BaobaoS2 zuo sheme?   
 DadS1  callV1 BaobaoS2 do what 
   “What did Dad make Baobao do?” 
  
The elicitation/priming task always started with a brief warm-up, in which the examiner 
introduced the four family characters (i.e., Dad, Mom, Baobao, and the dog) to the child 
participant using small toy figures. The child was encouraged to play with the figures for a while. 
After the warm-up, the examiner invited the child to view pictures of specific events that had 
previously happened between the family members for transition to the elicitation/priming phase. 
The elicitation/priming phase always started with the two practice trials followed by the eight 
testing trials. Recall that only the practice trials included imitation prompts besides the first, the 
second, and the intonation prompt. The task would only proceed once the child successfully 
produced the target pivotal constructions either spontaneously or through imitation in the two 
practice trials, as the practice trials were designed to ensure that the child was able (and willing) 
to follow the instructions. The two practice trials were always presented in the same order. As for 
the eight testing trials, testing trials 1 through 6 were presented first and randomly ordered 
among themselves. Testing trials 7 and 8 were presented after the first six and were counter-
balanced between individual subjects. This arrangement was adopted because the last two trials 
involve the verbs dai “bring” and pei “accompany,” which lack the usual causative meaning 
implied by the pivotal construction.  
3.1.3.2  Eliciting/Priming RVC Infixation  
The elicitation/priming task for RVC infixation consists of 14 pairs of picture stimuli, 
including two practice stimuli and twelve testing stimuli. Of interest to the study were two 
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infixes, the negation -bu- “not” and the potential -de- “be able.” The two practice stimuli were 
used to elicit the two infixes respectively. Six testing stimuli were designed to elicit -bu- and the 
other six to elicit -de-. The stimuli featured two characters, Min and Hua, who differed in many 
physical characteristics and were always presented with different situations. Each stimulus 
demonstrated one activity that Min and Hua attempted, and there was always a contrast 
involving their resulting states (e.g., Min and Hua went to see the elephant with a crowd. Min is 
short so he could not see the elephant, whereas Hua is tall so he could see the elephant. See 
Appendix B for a complete list of stimuli). Pictures of Min were always used to set up the 
contextual backgrounds and those of Hua to elicit RVC infixation. On each trial, the examiner 
would first describe the activity that Min and Hua attempted. For example, “Min and Hua went 
to see the elephant. There were many people who also wanted to see the elephant.” The examiner 
would then describe the resulting state of Min such as “Min is short. Min cannot see the 
elephant.” The examiner would always use an RVC with the infix that contrasts with the target 
infix in the instruction. In this case, the instructional RVC infixation used to describe Min’s 
situation is kan -bu- dao “see -not- arrive.” Using RVC infixation in the instruction not only 
emphasized the contrast between Min and Hua but also primed the use of RVC infixation for the 
participant. The examiner would then use two prompts to elicit the target response from the 
participant. The first prompt is a general question asking about Hua’s situation as seen in (11a). 
The target response in this case is kan -de- dao “see be-able arrive.” Note that when being asked 
of Hua’s situation using the general question, it was possible that the participant would address 
some other features of Hua that, while possibly relevant, did not explicitly address the target 
result depicted in the picture, for example, Hua is tall. In this case, the examiner would 
encourage the participant to talk more about Hua by saying things like “right, so he…,” and 
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would pause for the participant to pick up and finish the sentence. This was designed to provide 
another chance for the participant to talk about the target result state spontaneously. If the 
participant still did not produce the target RVC infixation, the examiner would proceed to the 
second prompt. The second prompt is a specific type of yes-no question in Mandarin that 
emphasizes the result state of the action involved. The question consists of the subject, the RVC 
that is broken down into two parts, the two target infixes, and the object if necessary as in (11b). 
Occasionally, the participant would produce the target RVC infixation using different verbs than 
the ones provided in the instruction. The production would be coded as successful as long as the 
target RVC infixation was correctly combined with semantically-proper verbs. See Appendix B 
for a real conversational scenario for how the elicitation/priming was carried out. 
(11) a. Eliciting/Priming the RVC infixation: 1st prompt  
Hua  ne?   
   Hua  SFP for question  
   “What about Hua?” 
 b.  Eliciting/Priming RVC infixation: 2nd prompt  
Hua  kanV1 bu kanV1 de daoV2  daxiang   
Hua  seeV1 not seeV1 be able arriveV2 elephant 
   “Can Hua see the elephant or not?” 
 
If during practice trials the participant failed to produce RVCs with the target infixes at the 
two prompts, the examiner would produce the target RVC infixation herself and would ask the 
participant to repeat after her. Actual testing trials did not include this final imitation prompt. 
The elicitation/priming task always started with a brief warm-up, in which the examiner 
introduced two dolls as Min and Hua to the child. The examiner would tell the child that Min and 
Hua are good friends and they like to do things together. The child was encouraged to play with 
Min and Hua for a while and after that the examiner would direct the child to the picture stimuli. 
The two practice trials were conducted first, followed by the twelve testing trials. Recall that 
only the practice trials included imitation prompts besides the general prompt and the yes-no 
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question prompt. The task would only proceed once the child successfully produced the target 
RVC infixation either spontaneously or through imitation at the practice trials. The two practice 
trials were always presented in the same sequence. As for the twelve testing trials, previous pilot 
testing had shown that adult speakers were more likely to produce the target infixes in six trials 
(i.e., testing trials 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 9), whereas the other six trials (i.e., testing trials 3, 7, 8, 10, 
11, and 12) appeared to be harder for adult speakers. Therefore, the six “easier” trials were 
presented first while being randomly ordered among themselves, and the six “harder” trials were 
presented later while also being randomly ordered. 
3.1.4  Novel Word Learning/Testing Tasks 
The present study adapted and modified the novel word learning tasks used by Deng 
(2010). Children were instructed on two novel verbs, GA and FO8, and their ability to produce 
RVCs with the two verbs was evaluated using video stimuli. Deng had designed both novel verbs 
to be action verbs. The novel verb GA is an intransitive verb, denoting an action of hopping with 
one leg while the other leg is held by one hand crossing the hopping leg. The novel verb FO is a 
transitive verb, denoting the action of hitting something or someone with one elbow while the 
two hands are clasped. It is considered natural to use GA and FO as the first verbs of RVCs given 
their meanings. 
The two novel verbs were taught and tested in two separate sessions. Each session took 
approximately 20 minutes, including a learning phase and a testing phase. During the learning 
phase, the examiner would teach one of the two novel verbs to the child with the help of five 
video clips. Four of the clips showed the target novel verb action acted out by different 
																																																								
8 The two novel verbs are both one-syllable words which match the majority of words in Mandarin. They are made 
using existing consonants, vowels, and tones in the Mandarin phonological system. They are possible Mandarin 
syllables but represent lexical gaps. See Deng (2010) for more details.   
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characters with different objects, and one showed a contrasting action that the examiner would 
label using a real verb. For the novel verb GA that stands for hopping with one leg, the 
contrasting action is hopping with two legs. For the novel verb FO that denotes hitting something 
or someone with the elbow, the contrasting action is pushing someone with two hands. 
Demonstrating the novel verb actions with different characters and objects as well as showing 
the contrasting actions were meant to highlight the nature of verbs (i.e., action denoting) and the 
specific novel verb meanings. In each session, the five videos were always played in the same 
sequence, with the contrasting action video being the fourth one. This sequence was designed to 
familiarize the participant with the novel verb action before they saw the contrasting action and 
to conclude the video teaching again with the target novel verb action. When watching the videos 
together with the child, the examiner would introduce the target novel verb using sentences such 
as (12a) and (12b). In these instructions, the novel verbs were combined with the progressive 
aspect marker, zai-, and the perfective aspect marker, -le, to emphasize their verb status. 
(12) Teaching prompts of the novel verb: teaching GA as an example 
a.  shushu  zai  GA    
uncle  PROG  GA 
   “(The) uncle is GAing.” 
b. shushu  GA le hao ji  xia    
   uncle  GA PFV very several  time 
   “(The) uncle GAed several times.” 
 
After the video teaching, the examiner would demonstrate the action herself. That is, for 
the novel verb GA, the examiner would hop with one leg while the other leg was held by one 
hand crossing the hopping leg for several times. For the novel verb FO, the examiner would hit 
the wall with one elbow while the two hands were clapped. When performing the action, the 
examiner would describe the action to the child again using similar verbal prompts as in (12a) 
and (12b). 
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After physically demonstrating the novel verb action, the examiner would ask the child to 
describe what she did. In addition, the examiner would re-play three of the five teaching videos 
and prompt the child to describe the novel verb action. The experiment would only move to the 
testing phase once the child successfully produced the novel verb for at least once in any of the 
appropriate contexts. 
The testing phase began with two warm-up videos that were used to familiarize the child 
with the elicitation procedures and to make sure that the child could produce common RVCs 
either spontaneously or by imitation. The two videos featured events that can be described using 
high-frequency RVCs in Mandarin (i.e., tui dao “push fall” for pushing down a chair and na chu 
“take be-out” for taking out a toy baby from a crib). The examiner would play the videos to the 
child and ask the child to describe the videos using the ba construction9 such as example (13a). If 
the child did not produce the target RVC or did not respond at the first time, the examiner would 
re-play the video and re-elicit the target response. In the case that the child did not produce the 
target RVC after two attempts of elicitation, the examiner would produce the target RVC 
together with the ba construction herself such as in example (13b) and ask the child to repeat 
after her.  
(13) a. Eliciting RVC with the ba construction 
   ayi  ba  yizi  zenme le    
   aunt  BA  chair  what PFV 
   “What did the aunt do to the chair?” 
  b. Imitation prompt including an RVC with the ba construction   
  ayi  ba yizi  tui  dao le  
   aunt  BA chair  push  fall PFV 
   “The aunt pushed the chair and the chair fell as a result.” 
 
																																																								
9 The ba construction is a unique and important structure in Mandarin that has received great attention in studies of 
Mandarin syntax and semantics, as well as language acquisition. The ba construction places the direct object in the 
pre-verb position and tends to encode a strong resultative meaning, and is therefore useful in inducing RVCs. For 
more information about the ba construction, see Cheung (1992), Ding (2000), and C. N. Li and Thompson (1981). 
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Once the child passed the two warm-up trials, the examiner would ask the child to describe 
four testing video clips. Two of the testing videos were designed to elicit RVCs with the target 
novel verb, which showed events that involve the novel verb action and the result states of the 
action. The other two are foils, showing events that do not involve the novel verb action (see 
Appendix C for a complete list of testing and foil video clips for each novel verb). The four 
videos were presented in a randomly-ordered sequence. The elicitation procedure was similar to 
that used in the warm-up trials, in which the examiner elicited each target RVC with a maximum 
of three attempts. The examiner would also re-play the video for the child if needed. If the child 
did not use the target novel verb when describing the videos that included the novel verb action, 
the examiner would remind the child of the novel verb and encourage the child to respond again 
using the novel verb. The imitation prompt that was used in the warm-up trials was not used in 
the testing trials if the child did not produce the target RVCs after three elicitation attempts. See 
Appendix C for a real conversational scenario for how the elicitation of RVCs with novel words 
was carried out. 
3.1.5  Procedures 
The study included three data collection sessions, each lasting approximately 45 minutes to 
one hour. The first session was dedicated to the administration of the Receptive and Expressive 
Vocabulary Test (REVT; Huang, Jian, Zhu, & Lu, 2010). The second session included the 
elicitation/priming task of the pivotal construction and the teaching and testing of one novel 
verb. The third session includes the elicitation/priming task of RVC infixation and the teaching 
and testing of the other novel verb. Half of the children received the teaching and testing of GA 
first and the other half received that of FO first. This was designed to counter-balance potential 
order effects. During the sessions, the examiner would write down children’s responses verbatim 
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using specific answer sheets designed for the language elicitation tasks and the novel word 
learning/testing tasks. The sessions were also audio-recorded for later review of the responses 
and reliability coding. The families received the cash of four-hundred in Taiwan new dollars, 
approximately $13 in United States Dollars, for participating in each of the three sessions. 
3.1.6  Measures 
The study included four types of measures: vocabulary measures, the pivotal construction 
scores, RVC infixation scores, and the Novel RVC score and the novel RVC types generated 
from the novel word learning/testing tasks.  
3.1.6.1  Vocabulary Measures 
Children’s vocabulary knowledge was measured using the Receptive and Expressive 
Vocabulary Test (REVT; Huang, Chien, Chu, & Lu, 2010). Recall that both the receptive and the 
expressive session have four subtests, that is, the tests of naming, categorization, definition and 
reasoning. Scores of the four subtests in each session were added up to generate the receptive 
and expressive raw scores. The sum of receptive and expressive raw scores represents children’s 
overall vocabulary knowledge measured by the REVT. The receptive raw score, the expressive 
raw score, and the overall raw score can all be translated into standardized scores. Children 
whose receptive or expressive score that were lower the 10th percentile compared to age-
equivalent peers were dropped from the study. In the current study, the overall raw REVT score 
was used as the independent variable when examining the contribution of children’s vocabulary 
knowledge to their novel RVC productivity. This was proposed because, in the novel word 
learning/testing tasks, children were required to learn and produce the new words, and both 
receptive and expressive vocabulary knowledge would influence their ability to do so.  
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3.1.6.2  The Pivotal Construction Scores 
Three types of the pivotal construction score were generated from the elicitation/priming 
task of the pivotal construction. They are the high-support score, the weighted-support score, and 
the low-support score. Recall that when testing children’s production of the pivotal construction, 
the examiner would provide a maximum of two prompts and an intonation prompt if possible to 
elicit children’s production. The three-way scoring was proposed to reflect children’s reliance on 
the instructional prompts. When calculating the high-support score, children’s successful 
production of the target [(S1) V1 S2 V2] pivotal construction following the first prompt, the 
second prompt, or the intonation prompt was all scored equally, with each successful production 
scoring one point. The maximum score for the high-support pivotal construction score is eight, 
and the minimum is zero. When calculating the weighted-support score, children’s successful 
production following the first prompt would be scored for two points, whereas that following the 
second prompt and the intonation prompt would be scored for one point. The maximum score for 
the weighted-support pivotal construction score is sixteen, and the minimum is zero. When 
calculating the low-support score, only the successful production following the first prompt was 
scored for one point. Successful production following the second or the intonation prompt was 
not scored at all. The maximum score for the low-support pivotal construction score is eight, and 
the minimum is zero. The distinction between the three scores would reveal how children 
responded to the elicitation/priming task and how good the task was in eliciting the pivotal 
construction.  
3.1.6.3  The RVC Infixation Scores 
Similar to the scoring of the pivotal construction scores, the RVC infixation scores 
generated include the high-support score, the weighted-support score, and the low-support score 
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to reflect children’s reliance on the instructional prompts. Recall that a maximum of two prompts 
was used to elicit children’s RVC infixation. When calculating the high-support score, children’s 
successful production following the first or the second prompt was scored equally for one point. 
For the weighted-support score, the successful production following the first prompt was scored 
for two points, whereas that following the second prompt was scored for one point. For the low-
support score, only the successful production following the first prompt was scored for one point. 
The maximum scores for the high-support and the low-support RVC infixation score are both 
twelve, and the minimum scores are both zero. On the other hand, the maximum score for the 
weighted-support RVC infixation score is twenty-four, and the minimum is zero. 
3.1.6.4  The Novel RVC Score and the Novel RVC Types 
Children’s performance in producing RVCs using novel words were measured using the 
novel RVC score and the novel RVC types. Recall that the two novel verbs, GA and FO, were 
each tested twice with different resulting states. Given that it could be hard for preschool 
children to apply productive grammatical representations to novel words, a maximum of three 
verbal prompts was used to elicit the target RVCs with novel words for each testing item. When 
calculating the novel RVC score, the successful production following the first prompt was scored 
for three points, that following the second prompt two points, and that following the third prompt 
one point. The maximum novel RVC score is twelve, and the minimum is zero. Scoring 
differences for the successful production following the three prompts were proposed to better 
characterize the variability of children’s novel RVC productivity, as the use of multiple prompts 
might provide greater support for children to engage their grammatical representations. 
Additionally, the study also included the novel RVC types, which is the number of novel RVCs 
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that children produced among the four testing items regardless of the number of prompts they 
needed for each item. The maximum novel RVC types is four and the minimum is zero.  
3.1.7  Reliability 
To ensure transcription and scoring reliability, a graduate student research assistant who is 
also a native Mandarin speaker was trained to transcribe children’s language production in the 
two language elicitation/priming tasks and the testing portion of the novel word learning/testing 
tasks. The reliability coder was naive to the study design. The reliability coder was provided with 
the task instructions during the transcription process, and was instructed to listen to each child 
utterance a maximum of three times to determine if a particular utterance was partially or fully 
unintelligible. The reliability transcripts were then scored and compared to the original scoring 
outcomes. Before transcribing independently, the reliability coder completed three practice trials 
for each task and received feedback on any transcription differences between the primary coder 
and the reliability coder. The reliability coder then transcribed data from eight children, or 26% 
of the data used for analysis, that were randomly selected. Since the reliability coder was naïve to 
the task design and did not interact with the child participants directly, it was expected that the 
reliability coder would be more conservative in transcribing child utterances.  
Two types of reliability scoring were performed. One addressed the item-by-item 
transcription reliability, and the other addressed the scoring reliability of different trials. For the 
item-by-item transcription reliability scoring, all child utterances were examined to see if each 
necessary element of the target grammatical construction was identified or missed (i.e., the 
pivotal construction [V1, S2, V2], the RVC infixation [V1, target infix, V2], and the novel RVC 
[novel V1, V2]). The original transcripts and the reliability transcripts were compared to check if 
the necessary elements were transcribed as identical. For the scoring reliability of different trials, 
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each child utterance transcribed was examined to determine whether the child included a target 
construction, did not include a target construction, or produced completely unrelated material as 
well as unintelligible material. The matches and mismatches between the original transcripts and 
the reliability transcripts were then compared. The two types of reliability scoring were proposed 
because of the potential difference existing in the transcription and scoring results of the tasks. 
Depending on what the mismatched items were, there would be different effects on the scoring. 
For example, suppose the primary coder and the reliability coder transcribed a specific RVC 
infixation as having the identical first verb and the target infix yet with different second verbs. 
As both second verbs were legitimate RVC components, the specific RVC infixation in both 
transcripts would be counted as a successful attempt when calculating the scoring reliability. On 
the other hand, in the case where the primary coder and the reliability coder disagreed upon 
whether the child had produced the target infix or not, the difference in the transcription 
reliability would lead to a difference in scoring reliability.  
Cohen’s kappa coefficients were calculated for the transcription reliability and the scoring 
reliability for the two language elicitation/priming tasks. For the elicitation of the pivotal 
constructions, Cohen’s kappas for the transcription reliability and the scoring reliability were 
at .98 and .97, respectively. For the elicitation of RVC infixation, Cohen’s kappas for the 
transcription reliability and the scoring reliability were at .98 and .86, respectively. These 
coefficients suggested that the inter-rater agreement of the two tasks in transcription and scoring 
reliability was all strong (McHugh, 2012). 
As for the reliability scoring for the novel word learning/testing tasks, children’s language 
production in the learning phase and the testing phase was examined separately. Recall that in 
the learning phase children were prompted to attempt the novel words when the examiner 
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physically demonstrated the novel verb action and when three out of five teaching videos were 
re-played. Therefore, each child was provided four opportunities to attempt each novel word 
taught. The original transcripts and the reliability transcripts were compared to see if both coders 
heard the children’s attempts of the novel words. The reliability scoring of children’s 
performance of producing RVCs using novel words in the testing phase was examined in regards 
of the transcription reliability and the scoring reliability. For the transcription reliability, 
children’s responses were coded to see if the necessary first verbs and second verbs of the target 
RVCs were presented. The calculation of the scoring reliability was the same as that used for the 
two language elicitation/priming tasks.  
For the learning phase of GA, the two coders differed in only 1 out of the 32 opportunities 
in reporting if the children attempted GA. In this trial, the primary coder did not report the 
production of GA whereas the reliability coder did. For the testing phase of GA, Cohen’s kappas 
for the transcription reliability and the scoring reliability were at .98 and indicating a strong 
inter-rater agreement. As for the novel word learning/testing task of FO, the two coders differed 
in 2 out of the 32 opportunities in reporting if the children attempted FO. The primary coder 
reported the production of FO in one trial but not the other, and the reliability coder did the 
opposite. Cohen’s kappas for the transcription reliability and the scoring reliability for the testing 
phase of FO were both 1, indicating that the primary coder and the reliability coder had 
transcribed all responses from the eight children identically.  
3.1.8  Analysis Plan 
First, Pearson correlation coefficients were computed to explore the associations between 
the independent variables (i.e., age, the overall REVT raw score, the pivotal construction scores, 
and the RVC infixation scores) and the dependent variables (i.e., the novel RVC score and the 
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novel RVC types). Recall that children’s production of the pivotal construction represents their 
knowledge of the basic clausal structure in Mandarin and that of RVC infixation represents the 
strength of the RVC representation. Results of the correlational analyses addressed whether 
children’s age, vocabulary knowledge, general syntactic knowledge, and the RVC representation 
were associated with their ability to produce RVCs using novel words. Note that children’s 
performance in the elicitation/priming tasks of the pivotal construction and RVC infixation was 
assessed in three scoring levels, reflecting their reliance on instructional prompts to produce the 
target responses. The correlational analyses would also determine which scores (i.e., the high-
support, weighted-support, and the low-support scores) from the two tasks to include in the final 
regression analysis. Lastly, a hierarchical regression analysis was conducted to address if the 
strength of children’s RVC representation explained additional variation in their ability to 
produce RVCs using novel words, after controlling for age, vocabulary, and general syntactic 
knowledge. The novel RVC score and the novel RVC types were the two dependent variables. 
The independent variables were entered in three blocks. Block 1 included age as the only 
independent variable. Block 2 included the vocabulary score and the pivotal construction score to 
see if more general measures of language explained additional variation in children’s novel RVC 
productivity above and beyond age. The RVC infixation score was entered in the regression in 
Block 3 to determine if children’s novel RVC productivity was further predicted by the strength 






3.2  Results 
3.2.1  Descriptive results 
All analysis for the experimental study included 31 children (13 boys). Descriptive 
statistics for age, vocabulary, the pivotal construction scores, the RVC infixation scores, the 
novel RVC score, and the novel RVC types are provided in Table 5. Children’s age ranged from 
3;0 to 4;8, M = 3.69, SD = 0.52. The raw REVT total vocabulary score ranged from 21 to 140, M 
= 88.00, SD = 29.24. For the elicitation of the pivotal construction, children scored between 1 to 
8, M = 5.29, SD = 1.62 for the high-support pivotal construction score, between 1 to 14, M = 
8.74, SD = 2.98 for the weighted-support pivotal construction score, and between 0 to 6, M = 
3.45, SD = 1.67 for the low-support pivotal construction score. As for the elicitation of RVC 
infixation, children scored between 6 to 12, M = 11.00, SD = 1.41 for the high-support RVC 
infixation score, between 12 to 24, M = 20.39, SD = 2.81 for the weighted-support RVC 
infixation score, and between 6 to 12, M = 9.39, SD = 1.69 for the low-support RVC infixation 
score. Children’s ability to produce RVCs using novel words was measured using the novel RVC 
score and the novel RVC types produced. The novel RVC scores ranged between 0 to 11, M = 
3.84, SD = 3.15, and the novel RVC types produced ranged between 0 to 4, M = 1.71, SD = 1.35. 
Among the 31 children tested, eight of them did not produce any RVCs using novel words. 
Independent sample t-tests for gender comparisons showed that there were no significant gender 
differences for any measures. In this sample, boys and girls appeared to perform similarly in the 
standardized vocabulary test, the language elicitation/priming tasks, and the novel word 




3.2.2  The Relationships between the Independent Variables 
The relationships between all independent variables were explored. Pearson correlation 
coefficients for age, the vocabulary score, the three pivotal construction scores, and the three 
RVC infixation scores are presented in Table 6. Children’s age was significantly correlated with 
the vocabulary score (r(29) = 0.76, p < .001) and all three pivotal construction scores (high-
support, r(29) = 0.49, p = .006; weighted-support, r(29) = 0.52, p = .003; low-support, r(29) = 
0.46, p = .009). In contrast, correlations were not statistically significant between children’s age 
and the three RVC infixation scores (high-support, r(29) = -0.02, p = .929; weighted-support, 
r(29) = -0.05, p = .804; low-support, r(29) = -0.06, p = .734). Age had a significant relationship 
to children’s vocabulary and their performance in producing the pivotal construction, with older 
children demonstrating greater vocabulary knowledge and general syntactic knowledge. 
Children’s age, however, did not affect their performance in producing RVC infixation, 
suggesting that the strength of the RVC representation was independent of how old the children 
were. 
Children’s vocabulary scores were significantly correlated with the pivotal construction 
scores (high-support, r(29) = 0.54, p = .002; weighted-support, r(29) = 0.54, p = .002; low-
support, r(29) = 0.44, p = .014). In contrast, children’s vocabulary knowledge was unrelated to 
their performance in producing RVC infixation, as the three RVC infixation scores had no 
significant correlations with the vocabulary score (high-support, r(29) = 0.19, p = .310; 
weighted-support, r(29) = 0.06, p = .762; low-support, r(29) = -0.06, p = .734). The relationships 
between children’s vocabulary knowledge and their general and RVC-specific syntactic 
knowledge paralleled the relationships found between age and the general and RVC-specific 
syntactic knowledge. Children’s ability to produce pivotal constructions using real words was 
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related to both age and vocabulary, whereas their ability to produce RVC infixation using real 
words was unrelated to age and vocabulary. 
When examining the correlations between children’s general syntactic knowledge and the 
knowledge of RVCs specifically, it was first noticed that the three pivotal construction scores 
were all significantly correlated with each other (high-support VS weighted-support, r(29) = 
0.90, p < .001; high-support VS low-support, r(29) = 0.64, p < .001; weighted-support VS low-
support, r(29) = 0.91, p < .001), and that the three RVC infixation scores were also significantly 
inter-correlated (high-support VS weighted-support, r(29) = 0.89, p < .001; high-support VS 
low-support, r(29) = 0.64, p < .001; weighted-support VS low-support, r(29) = 0.92, p < .001). 
Therefore, the three different ways of scoring for the two elicitation/priming tasks were 
considered valid. Then, when examining the relationships between the pivotal construction 
scores and the RVC infixation scores, the statistically significant correlations that emerged were 
that between the high-support pivotal construction score and the high-support RVC infixation 
score (r(29) = 0.39, p = .028) and that between the high-support pivotal construction score and 
the weighted-support RVC infixation score (r(29) = 0.36, p = .045). The correlation between the 
weighted-support pivotal construction score and the high-support RVC infixation score 
approached significance (r(29) = 0.31, p = .091). Correlations between the two 
elicitation/priming tasks that involve either of the low-support scores were not statistically 
significant (low-support pivotal construction score VS high-support RVC infixation score, r(29) 
= 0.17, p = .362; low-support pivotal construction score VS weighted-support RVC infixation 
score, r(29) = 0.06, p = .745; low-support pivotal construction score VS low-support RVC 
infixation score, r(29) = -0.04, p = .829; high-support pivotal construction score VS low-support 
RVC infixation score, r(29) = 0.28, p = .134; weighted-support pivotal construction score VS 
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low-support RVC infixation score, r(29) = 0.13, p = .497). The correlation between the 
weighted-support pivotal construction score and the weighted-support RVC infixation score was 
not statistically significant either (r(29) = 0.23, p = .211). Recall that the low-support scores in 
both tasks only took into account of children’s successful production following the first prompts, 
which were general questions addressing what the target subjects did (see p.45 for the 
elicitation/priming procedures for the pivotal construction and p.47 for the elicitation/priming 
procedures for RVC infixation).  
After reviewing the zero-order correlations, it was decided that the high-support scores of 
the elicitation/priming task of the pivotal constructions and RVC infixation would be used to as 
the independent variables when regressing children’s ability to produce RVCs with novel words. 
The initial prompts for both elicitation/priming tasks utilized a general question form focusing on 
what the agent did or was able to do. This open-ended question allowed responses that did not 
necessarily involve the target constructions. On the other hand, both tasks used construction-
specific second prompts to guide the children in deciding how to respond, creating facilitative 
contexts for the use of the target constructions. The high-support scores reflected children’s 
grammatical productivity in a more natural conversational scaffold. It should also be noted that, 
when examining the relationships between children’s performance of producing the pivotal 
constructions and that of producing RVC infixation, it was found that only correlations involving 
the high-support scores from either of the tasks were significant. Any correlations involving the 
low-support scores from either of the tasks were not significant. This finding suggested that the 
high-support scores were the better gauge of children’s syntactic knowledge, as their general 
syntactic knowledge and their knowledge specific to the RVC representation ought to be related. 
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The study therefore adopted the high-support scores of both elicitation/priming tasks to measure 
children’s ability to produce the pivotal construction and RVC infixation in further analyses. 
3.2.3  The Relationships between the Independent and Dependent Variables 
The two dependent variables of the study are the novel RVC score and the novel RVC 
types children produced in the novel word learning/testing tasks. The relationships between the 
selected independent variables (i.e., age, the vocabulary score, the high-support pivotal 
construction score, and the high-support RVC infixation score) and the two dependent variables 
were investigated. Children’s age was significantly correlated with the novel RVC score, r(29) = 
0.56, p = .001, and the novel RVC types produced, r(29) = 0.56, p = .001, suggesting that older 
children were better at the tasks. Figure 1 showed the patterns of data distribution between 
children’s age and their novel RVC productivity. Children’s REVT raw score was significantly 
correlated with the novel RVC score, r(29) = 0.74, p < .001, and the novel RVC types produced, 
r(29) = 0.75, p < .001. Children with greater vocabulary knowledge appeared to have an 
advantage in novel word learning/testing tasks (see Figure 2 for the data distribution). The 
correlation between the high-support pivotal construction score and the novel RVC score and 
that between the high-support pivotal construction score and the novel RVC types produced 
approached significance, r(29) = 0.35, p = .054 and r(29) = 0.35, p = .056, respectively (see 
Figure 3). Lastly, the correlation between the high-support RVC infixation score and the novel 
RVC score also approached significance, r(29) = 0.35, p = .053. The correlation between the 
high-support RVC infixation score and the novel RVC types produced was statistically 
significant, r(29) = 0.40, p = .025 (see Figure 4). The above correlational analyses justified the 
inclusion of all selected independent variables in the following hierarchical regression analyses 
on the dependent variable, that is, children’s ability to produce RVCs using novel words. 
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Children’s age, the REVT raw score, the high-support pivotal construction score, and the high-
support RVC infixation score either significantly correlated with the dependent variables or 
approached significance.  
3.2.4  Predicting Children’s Ability to Produce RVCs Using Novel Words 
Two hierarchical regression analyses were conducted to determine if the strength of 
children’s RVC representation explained additional variation in their ability to produce RVCs 
using novel words, after controlling for age, children’s vocabulary knowledge and their general 
syntactic knowledge. The two hierarchical regression analyses used the novel RVC score and the 
novel RVC types produced as the outcome variables respectively. When regressing on children’s 
novel RVC scores, children’s age was entered in Block 1 and it explained 31% of the variance in 
the novel RVC score, R2 = .310, F(1,29) = 13.011, p = 0.001. Next, the REVT raw score and the 
high-support pivotal construction score were entered in Block 2. These two predictor variables 
were put in together to examine if general vocabulary and syntactic knowledge further explained 
children’s performance in producing RVCs using novel words. The addition of the two variables 
resulted in a significantly improved model, R2 change = .238, F(2,27) = 7.107, p = 0.003; R2 
= .548, F(3,27) = 10.902, p < 0.001. In this model, the three predictor variables together 
explained 55% of the variance, with children’s REVT raw score being the only significant 
predictor. Lastly, the high-support RVC infixation score was entered in Block 3. The addition of 
Block 3 improved the model significantly, R2 change = .073, F(1,26) = 4.975, p = 0.035; R2 
= .620, F(4,26) = 10.624, p < 0.001. In this final model, children’s REVT raw score and the 
high-support RVC infixation score were the two significant predictors. Semi-partial correlation 
analysis showed that the REVT raw score accounted for 17% of the unique variance in the novel 
RVC score, t(26) = 3.448, p = .002, and the high-support RVC infixation score accounted for an 
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additional 7% of the variance, t(26) = 2.230, p = .035. In contrast, children’s age and the high-
support pivotal construction score were not significant predictors , t(26) = 0.743, p = .464; t(26) 
= -1.362, p = .185, respectively. See Table 7(a) for details for regressing on the novel RVC score 
with the four predictor variables.  
Converging results were found when comparing the regression analysis using the novel 
RVC score as the outcome variable and that using the novel RVC types produced by children as 
the outcome variable. When regressing on the novel RVC types produced with children’s age 
inserted in Block 1, it resulted in a statistically significant model. Children’s age explained 32% 
of the variance in the novel RVC types produced, R2 = .315, F(1,29) = 13.335, p = .001. The 
addition of the REVT raw score and the high-support pivotal construction score in Block 2 
significantly improved the model, R2 change = .257, F(2,27) = 8.110, p = .002; R2 = .572, 
F(3,27) = 12.032, p < .001. A total of 57% of the variance in the novel RVC types produced was 
explained by the three predictors, with only the REVT raw score being the significant predictor. 
Adding the high-support RVC infixation score in Block 3 led also to a significant improvement 
of the model, R2 change = .107, F(1,26) = 8.710, p = .007; R2 = .679, F(4,26) = 13.778, p < .001. 
Similar to what was found in regressing on the novel RVC score, the significant predictors in this 
final model were children’s REVT raw score and the high-support RVC infixation score. Semi-
partial correlation analysis showed that the REVT raw score accounted for 18% of the unique 
variance in the novel RVC types produced, t(26) = 3.830, p = .001, and the high-support RVC 
infixation score accounted for an additional 11% of the variance, t(26) = 2.951, p = .007. 
Children’s age and the high-support pivotal construction score were not significant predictors, 
t(26) = 0.903, p = .375; t(26) = -1.795, p = .084, respectively. See Table 7(b) for details for 
regressing on novel RVC types produced.  
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3.3  Interim Discussion 
Children’s ability to produce grammatical constructions using novel words is held as the 
most stringent proof of their grammatical productivity. However, children’s performance on such 
tasks demands several skills that are not necessarily syntactic. The current study investigated 
how these skills contributed to children’s performance in the novel word learning/testing tasks 
and identified two important predictors of their performance: the vocabulary knowledge and the 
syntactic knowledge that is specific to the target construction. Children’s vocabulary knowledge 
uniquely accounted for 17% to 18% of the variance in their performance of producing RVCs 
using novel words. The strength of children’s RVC representation, on the other hand, explained 
an additional 7% to 11% of the variance. 
Despite both being significant predictors of children’s ability to produce RVCs using novel 
words, the vocabulary knowledge and the RVC representation played different roles in 
contributing to children’s novel RVC productivity. The two predictors were unrelated to each 
other, suggesting that they represented different aspects of the required language skills. The 
distinction was made further obvious when observing the scatter plots between the REVT raw 
score and children’s novel RVC productivity (see Figure 2) and those between the RVC 
infixation score and the novel RVC productivity (see Figure 4). In Figure (2a) and (2b), 
children’s REVT raw score and their ability to produce RVCs using novel words, measured 
using the novel RVC score and the novel RVC types produced, demonstrated a strong positive 
correlation, with most data points clustered around the linear regression lines. Children with 
greater vocabulary knowledge scored higher in the novel word production tasks and produced 
more RVCs using novel words. Children with less vocabulary knowledge scored lower and 
produced fewer RVCs using novel words. The result was not surprising. In order to be successful 
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in the current novel word learning/testing tasks emphasizing production, children had to learn the 
meaning of the novel verbs, map the sound and the meaning together, and use the novel verbs 
quickly in describing novel events they had never seen before. All of this processing require an 
adequate vocabulary knowledge and word learning abilities (Connor, Fisher, & Roth, 2013; 
Gleitman, Cassidy, Nappa, Papafragou, & Trueswell, 2005). 
Children’s production of RVC infixation score showed a different relationship with the 
novel RVC productivity. Figure (4a) and (4b) showed the relationships between children’s high-
support RVC infixation score and the novel RVC score as well as the novel RVC types 
produced. In these two figures, the data points formed two right-angled triangle shapes, with the 
right angle being at the bottom right, identifying a group of children with high scores for the 
high-support RVC infixation score and low scores for the novel RVC score and the novel RVC 
types produced. As a significant positive correlation was detected in this distribution, it appeared 
that a strong representation of the RVC infixation is necessary yet insufficient for the success in 
generating RVCs with novel words. Recall that for both the high-support RVC infixation score 
and the novel RVC score, the lowest possible score is zero and the highest is 12. When 
examining Figure (4a), it was found that, for children to reach a novel RVC score that was higher 
than or equal to four, they had to score 10 or more for the high-support RVC infixation score. 
Children who scored lower than 10 for the high-support RVC infixation score also scored lower 
than four for the novel RVC score. However, a fair number of children, despite scoring in double 
digits for the high-support RVC infixation score, encountered difficulty in producing RVCs 
using novel words, which resulted in the right-angled triangle shape in the figure. A similar 
pattern was found in Figure (4b) which shows the relationship between children’s	high-support 
RVC infixation score and the novel RVC types produced. For children to produce more than two 
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or equal to two novel RVCs, they had to score 10 or more for the high-support RVC infixation 
score. Children who scored lower than 10 for the high-support RVC infixation score either did 
not produce any novel RVCs or had only one successful attempt. Still, there were children who 
scored well in the elicitation/priming task for RVC infixation that were unable to produce RVCs 
using novel words. In fact, among the eight children who did not produce any RVCs using novel 
words, six of them scored 10 or more for the high-support RVC infixation score.   
A somewhat surprising result emerging from these data is the success children had with 
producing RVC infixation using real words. Their scores on the elicitation/priming task for RVC 
infixation at all levels of support were independent of age and vocabulary. Children across the 
age range demonstrated similar performance in producing RVC infixation using real words, and 
that performance was unrelated to their vocabulary knowledge. In fact, most children included in 
the study scored in double digits, with only 3 of the 31 children scoring lower than 10. That is, 
28 of the 31 children successfully produced the target RVC infixation more than 10 times on 12 
trials, regardless of if they needed the second-level construction-specific verbal guidance. Two of 
the three children who scored lower than 10 were younger than 3;6 at the first data collection 
visit and one was 4;2. This suggests that most Mandarin-speaking children have developed a 
representation for RVCs that allows for the use of the negative and potential infixes by the age of 
three and a half years. This finding suggested that the two verbs of RVCs are separable, and 
children no longer treated the compound as a single, indivisible unit. 
The study raised issues concerning the assessment of early grammatical development in 
preschool children using elicitation/priming tasks. Recall that both language elicitation/priming 
tasks adopted the three-way scoring that generated the high-support, the weighted-support, and 
the low-support scores. The scoring protocol was based on the use of the two-level prompts 
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designed for both tasks. The first prompts were open ended questions asking for what the target 
agents did or were able to do. The second-level prompts were construction-specific questions 
that increased the possibility that the child would supply answers to the questions using the target 
constructions. The high-support scores calculated children’s successful production regardless of 
whether they needed the construction-specific prompts, whereas the low-support scores 
calculated children’s successful production only in cases when the construction-specific prompts 
were not used. The weighted-support scores distinguished children’s responses following general 
prompts and those following construction-specific prompts, and offered more credit to the 
former. As a result, the high-support score was always higher than the low-support score for each 
individual child in both tasks. A detailed comparison of individual children’s high-support, 
weighted-support, and low-support scores for both tasks is presented in Table 8. The two 
columns of “high VS low” indicated the differences between the high-support and the low-
support scores, which also represented the number of trials in which individual children required 
the construction-specific prompts before producing the target responses. The differences between 
the high-support scores and the low-support scores of both elicitation/priming tasks were 
considered small. The average difference between the high-support and the low-support pivotal 
construction scores was 1.84 (SD = 1.39). That is, the average child in this sample required the 
construction-specific prompts to produce the target pivotal constructions less than twice among 
the eight testing trials. The average difference between the high-support and the low-support 
RVC infixation scores was 1.61 (SD = 1.33), suggesting that the average child required the 
construction-specific prompts less than twice among the 12 testing trials for RVC infixation. 
Furthermore, only 13% of the children tested in the study (4 out of 31) reached 1 SD above the 
mean in the difference between the high-support and the low-support pivotal construction scores, 
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and only 19% of the children (6 out of 31) reached 1 SD above the mean for the difference 
between the high-support and the low-support RVC infixation scores. It appeared that most 
children had a good idea of what the expected target constructions were and were also able to use 
them. In cases that children did not produce target responses to the first-level open-ended 
prompts, they often produced something that was eventually well-aligned with the conversational 
context set up by the second-level prompt. 
Despite that the differences between individual children’s response to the general open-
ended question prompts or the construction-specific prompts appeared to be small, the high-
support scores of both elicitation/priming tasks were considered to be theoretically better 
reflections of children’s syntactic knowledge. This was especially true in assessing children’s 
knowledge of RVC infixation. In Figure 5, the relationships between children’s high-support, 
weighted-support, and low-support RVC infixation scores and their novel RVC score were 
presented in scatter plots. The scatter plot of the high-support RVC infixation score and the novel 
RVC score revealed the positive correlation with the right-angled triangle shape. When the credit 
for responses to the highly supportive second prompts was removed or reduced, the positive 
correlation between the RVC infixation and the novel RVC productivity disappeared (see Table 
6 for details). In essence, what made children’s production of RVC infixation capable of 
predicting their novel RVC productivity was whether the use of RVC infixation could be 
stimulated in a facilitative discourse context. This stimulability reflects the strength of children’s 
RVC representation, as the calculation of the high-support RVC infixation score gave credit to 
children’s ability to follow structural guidance. Another reason that high-support scores of both 
elicitation/priming tasks were the better measurements for children’s syntactic knowledge lay in 
the fact that it was the high-support pivotal construction score that was most related to the high-
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support RVC infixation score and the weighted-support RVC infixation score (see Table 6 for 
results of the correlation analyses). One would expect children’s general syntactic knowledge to 
be associated to their syntactic knowledge specific to the RVC construction. Such a relationship 
was only revealed when the high-support pivotal construction score was involved. Overall, in 
both elicitation/priming tasks, the high-support scoring offered a better opportunity for children 
to demonstrate their syntactic competence.  
Although both language elicitation/priming tasks were designed to assess children’s 
syntactic knowledge, the elicitation of the pivotal construction and that of RVC infixation 
exhibited certain differences. Children’s pivotal construction score was significantly correlated 
with their age and the vocabulary knowledge, whereas the RVC infixation score was independent 
of age and the vocabulary knowledge. These findings suggested that the elicitation of RVC 
infixation was a more focused test of the syntactic knowledge. Recall that children would always 
hear the contrasting RVC infixation before being prompted to produce the target RVC infixation. 
Given that the appropriate verbs for event-encoding were provided, the burden upon the children 
was to supply an infix that was appropriate for the context. On the other hand, the 
elicitation/priming task for the pivotal construction demanded more from the lexical retrieval 
process. If children were successful in the first-level general prompts for producing the pivotal 
construction, that meant they had generated the appropriate first verb and the second verb, and 
had combined the two predicates accurately based on a productive syntax. If children were 
successful in the second-level construction-specific prompts, they had to at least generate an 
appropriate second verb to put together with the provided first verb. Therefore, while the task 
intended to assess children’s general syntactic knowledge, it nevertheless required vocabulary 
knowledge. A partial correlation analysis suggested this to be true. When children’s REVT raw 
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score was controlled, the significant correlations between children’s age and the pivotal 
construction scores disappeared (high-support, r(28) = 0.13, p = .483; weighted-support, r(28) = 
0.20, p = .280; low-support, r(28) = 0.22, p = .243).  
In sum, the study showed that children’s ability to produce RVCs using novel words was 
predicted by their vocabulary knowledge and their syntactic representation specific to the target 
grammatical construction. The study also established the association between children’s ability 
to produce RVCs using real words and using novel words. In addition, the study indicated that 
language elicitation/priming tasks targeting children’s syntactic knowledge need to include 
appropriate discourse contexts. Such implementation is especially important when the target 










4.1  General Discussion 
This dissertation project investigated preschool children’s development of grammatical 
productivity using the Mandarin RVC as an example. The study combined research techniques of 
corpus data analysis, elicitation tasks using real words, and novel word learning/testing tasks to 
provide a comprehensive view of how grammatical productivity is developed in the early years 
of life.  
In the corpus study, Mandarin-speaking children were found to produce RVCs 
spontaneously as early as at 14 months of age, and before 36 months of age, almost all children 
were able to produce RVCs in naturalistic conversation. Like any other corpus analysis study, it 
was impossible to determine if children’s spontaneous RVC production was based on an abstract 
representation or not. This is especially true given the high frequency of parental RVC use. On 
average, Mandarin-speaking parents produced one unique RVC per minute when talking to 
toddlers. Therefore, any spontaneous RVCs that children produced could have been previously 
modeled in input. As for RVC infixation, the earliest instance noted in the corpus analysis was at 
20 months of age, yet less than half of the children observed in the study produced RVC 
infixation between 20 to 36 months of age. Nevertheless, RVC infixation appeared to be a better 
indicator of an abstract RVC representation for two reasons. First of all, being able to insert 
markers of negation or positive potentiality between the two verbs of RVCs suggested that 
children understood that the two verbs have different scopes. Conducting the actions denoted by 
the first verbs does not necessarily lead to the result stated by the second verbs. Secondly, RVC 
infixation occurred infrequently in parental input. On average, Mandarin-speaking parents 
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produced one unique RVC infixation per 20 minutes, and more than 40% of the parents observed 
in the corpus analysis did not produce any RVC infixation. Compared to RVCs, children’s 
production of RVC infixation was less likely to be based on exemplars in input. 
The challenge of evaluating children’s RVC productivity using RVC infixation in 
naturalistic conversation lies in its rare occurrence. Unlike the English tense and agreement 
markers, neither RVC nor RVC infixation is obligatory under any circumstances. In the corpus 
analysis, native speakers used RVC infixation in discourse-specific contexts. RVC infixation 
with the negation marker -bu- “not” was mostly used when the desired results of certain actions 
were not achieved, such as gou -bu- dao “reach -not- arrive” or ba -bu- dong “pull -not- move.” 
Other linguistic options, for example, the sentence-level negation, were also appropriate for 
describing the same situations if the speakers did not intend to highlight the relationships 
between the actions and the desired results. RVC infixation with the potentiality marker -de- “be 
able” was even rarer. As RVCs by nature have incorporated the desired results, there is little 
need to address the positive potentiality explicitly. RVC infixation with -de- “be able” was most 
appropriate when the speakers intended to contrast a prior assumption of a negative outcome. 
Even in this situation, instead of using RVC infixation with -de- “be able,” speakers still have the 
option to use sentence-level modal operators to express the same idea. Considering the specific 
discourse requirement of RVC infixation, it is likely that, even if children have developed the 
representation to support the production of RVC infixation, there would be few opportunities in 
naturalistic conversation for them to exercise their productivity.  
In response to the difficulty of evaluating the RVC productivity in naturalistic 
conversation, the dissertation turned to language elicitation/priming tasks and novel word 
production tasks for exploring grammatical productivity. An elicitation/priming task designed to 
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elicit RVC infixation using real words showed that children around age three had developed an 
abstract representation to support the production of RVC infixation in discourse-specific 
contexts. Among the 31 children tested that were between 36 and 60 months of age, 28 of them 
produced 10 or more target instances out of the 12 testing trials. The same children also 
participated in novel word learning/testing tasks targeting RVCs using two novel words. Twenty-
three out of the 31 children were successful in producing at least one novel RVC instance. That 
is, children younger than age five varied in their ability to produce RVCs using novel words, and 
this finding is consistent with what Deng (2010) reported. The study further revealed that 
children’s vocabulary knowledge and the strength of the RVC representation were the two 
significant predictors of their ability to produce RVCs using novel words. Children’s vocabulary 
knowledge uniquely accounted for 17% to 18% of the variance in their performance in the novel 
word learning/testing tasks. The strength of the RVC representation, measured using children’s 
performance in the RVC infixation elicitation/priming task, explained an additional 7% to 11% 
of the variance. The study has successfully established the link between children’s grammatical 
productivity demonstrated using real words and that demonstrated using novel words.  
The dissertation project has two crucial theoretical implications. First, it helped to clarify 
the relationship between children’s abstract grammar and grammatical productivity. Secondly, it 
identified the developmental factors that contributed to preschool children’s grammatical 
productivity demonstrated in novel word learning/testing tasks focusing on production. For a 
long time, children’s ability to produce grammatical constructions using novel words has been 
has been held as the highest standard of grammatical productivity (Ambridge & Lieven, 2011; 
Tomasello, 2003). Being able to produce sentences such as Cookie Monster’s dacking Ernie or 
Ernie got meeked by Cookie Monster suggests that children have developed a solid grammatical 
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representation that can be applied to lexical items to which they have marginal exposure. These 
expressions with novel words were guaranteed to be generated based on children’s grammatical 
knowledge, and were minimally influenced by word frequency in input and/or children’s 
familiarity with the words. In the early novel word production tasks, researchers had taught 
children novel words that do not exist in naturalistic input, and later induced children to use the 
novel words taught to produce grammatical constructions. Since children had never heard the 
novel words used in the target grammatical constructions, their successful production served as 
the evidence for an abstract, productive grammar. Children as young as 20 months of age were 
shown to produce plural -s with novel nouns such as tams. Children were able to produce the 
past tense -ed with novel verbs such as keefed as early as at 25 months of age, and produce the 
English canonical SVO word order with novel verbs such as Cookie Monster’s dacking Ernie as 
early as at 33 months of age (Akhtar & Tomasello, 1997; Tomasello et al., 1997).  
Although there is no doubt that producing grammatical constructions using novel words 
indicates the existence of a productive grammatical representation, not being able to do so does 
not imply that children lack an abstract grammar (Fisher, 2002). In fact, children’s performance 
in novel word production tasks has been shown to vary according to task design and/or 
procedures, which reflect different levels of successful word learning, structural priming, and 
discourse support. Akhtar and Tomasello (1997) presented two studies focusing on children’s 
production of agent-verb-patient expressions with novel verbs. When they reduced the novel 
verbs taught from four to one and implemented a training session for children to produce agent-
verb-patient descriptions using real verbs prior to the testing session, children around three-and-
a-half years of age produced more arguments with the novel verbs. Brooks and Tomasello (1999) 
investigated children’s ability to produce passive constructions with novel verbs introduced in 
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active constructions, and vice versa. In their Study 1, children were taught the two novel verbs in 
either active only or passive only conditions. With children slightly younger than age three, only 
one out of the eight children (12%) trained in the active only condition produced the target novel 
passive constructions using the novel verbs. In their Study 2, this number increased to 8 out of 20 
children (40%). The major difference between Study 1 and 2 was that in Study 2, children 
received instructions in active constructions for one novel verb and passive constructions for the 
other. The examiners also exposed children with “opposite” perspectives during training. That is, 
the examiners asked children questions about the patients when training children with the active 
construction and questions about the agents when training children with the passive construction. 
The protocol change increased the opportunities for children to engage the active-passive 
alternative view, and as Brooks and Tomasello suggested, children had certain knowledge of the 
active-passive sentence alternation that could be primed by the discourse cues. Conwell and 
Demuth (2007) revealed similar findings using the English dative alternation with the three-year-
olds. When children heard the novel verbs modeled only in either the prepositional dative form 
(e.g., you pilked the cup to Toby!) or the double object form (e.g., you pilked Toby the cup!), they 
predominantly produced the novel verbs in the modeled form later when being prompted to 
describe other events. On the other hand, when children learned one novel verb in each form, 
they were found to use the novel verbs in un-modeled forms, suggesting that they possessed an 
abstract knowledge of the English dative shift. Conwell and Demuth further noted that there was 
an asymmetry in children’s dative productivity, with the three-year-olds favoring the 
prepositional form. Results of these studies indicated that, although children’s grammatical 
productivity demonstrated in novel word production tasks is the most stringent evidence of an 
abstract grammar, children’s performance is not solely determined by the abstract grammar. 
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Rather, other factors such as type frequency, the levels of syntactic priming, and discourse 
support also influence the performance on such tasks. Results of this dissertation supported this 
conclusion. It showed that not all children who could produce RVC infixation using real words 
were successful in producing RVCs using novel words. Twenty-eight out of the 31 children 
tested in the dissertation produced 10 or more RVC infixations out of the 12 trials, yet six of 
them failed to produce any RVCs using novel words. As these children all had an abstract 
representation that could be primed in the elicitation/priming task, the abstract representation 
itself was not enough for children to incorporate a novel verb to produce an RVC. 
The second theoretical implication of the dissertation is in the identification of 
developmental factors that contribute to grammatical productivity demonstrated in novel word 
production tasks. Previous studies have tended to overlook individual differences in children’s 
performance on novel word production tasks, and have not tackled the underlying reasons for 
these differences. Most previous studies focused on the ages at which the average children would 
be able to produce grammatical constructions using novel words. Children’s performance was 
often compared across different age groups, and the performance of individual children within 
the same age groups was less often addressed. For example, Akhtar and Tomasello (1997) 
argued that the 2-year-olds (between 2;8 to 2;10) were not productive in producing agent-verb-
patient expressions with novel verbs compared to the 3-year-olds (between 3;5 to 3;11). 
However, they also found one child at 2;9 produced 10 arguments with the novel verb taught and 
another child at 3;7 produced zero arguments. Studies that compared the performance of the 
same age groups under different novel word teaching conditions also revealed that not all 
children around the same age reacted similarly to the protocols (Brooks & Tomasello, 1999; 
Conwell & Demuth, 2007; Theakston et al., 2003). Theakston et al. (2003) tested children’s 
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ability to mark finiteness with novel verbs given different teaching conditions between 30 to 36 
months of age. They showed that statistically children were more likely to produce the third 
person present tense -s with novel verbs modeled in the finiteness-marking only condition. 
Nevertheless, there were still 4 out of the 24 children who did not produce -s with the novel verb 
when being tested under this condition. In Conwell and Demuth (2007), children between 2;11 
and 3;1, a very small age range, were able to engage dative shift in producing novel verbs using 
the un-modeled form correctly. However, individual differences existed as only 7 of the 16 
children tested produced the double object construction with the novel verb taught in the 
prepositional dative construction, and 13 of the 16 children used the novel verb modeled in the 
double object construction to produce the prepositional dative construction. Across studies, there 
were differences between children of the same age in performance on novel word production 
tasks. Therefore, age does not seem to be the major source of the differences between children’s 
performance. Considering the great variation in the rate at which children develop language 
(Bates, Dale, & Thal, 1995; Fenson, Dale, Reznick, Bates, Thal, & Pethick, 1994), it is more 
reasonable to characterize children’s grammatical productivity demonstrated using novel words 
as the concerted result of different skills such as vocabulary knowledge, word learning abilities, 
syntactic representation, and metalinguistic skills.  
The dissertation represents the first study to give evidence for this argument and has 
successfully decomposed preschool children’s grammatical productivity demonstrated in novel 
word production tasks. When children’s novel RVC productivity was set as the dependent 
variable of a hierarchical regression analysis and was measured using the novel RVC score, 62% 
of the variance was accounted for by the combination of four independent variables: children’s 
age, vocabulary knowledge, general syntactic knowledge, and the RVC representation. Using 
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children’s novel RVC types produced as the dependent variable yielded a similar result, with 
68% of the variance accounted for by the same four independent variables. Furthermore, the 
regression analyses showed that, when being the only independent variable included in the 
models, age was a significant predictor of novel RVC productivity. However, when other 
language developmental factors were added, age was no longer a significant predictor, and it was 
the vocabulary knowledge and the RVC representation that acted as the significant predictors of 
children’s novel RVC productivity. 
The dissertation contributes to our understanding of what it signifies when children are 
able to produce grammatical constructions using novel words. Researchers have focused on 
designing different novel word production task protocols to alleviate the task burden. The current 
work, in contrast, has contributed an innovative perspective in probing the development of 
grammatical productivity by using a diverse set of elicitation techniques. Control of performance 
limitations in novel word production tasks is difficult, as the production of any grammatical 
constructions hardly stands in isolation. For children to successfully produce grammatical 
constructions using novel words, they have to at least learn the novel words and apply a 
grammatical representation to the novel words taught. Furthermore, novel word production task 
designs must recognize the appropriate discourse contexts for the target constructions. Failure to 
do so could impose unintended challenges for task takers to produce the target constructions. 
Children and adult native speakers have been known to utilize different strategies when 
encountering obstacles in the language production process. Children were found to substitute the 
novel words with real words when they were not comfortable in using the novel words, or they 
acted like they were shy and less verbal (Brooks & Tomasello, 1999; Tomasello, 2000). In some 
other cases, they might opt for using other grammatical devices rather than the target 
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constructions, if the other linguistic choices were compatible enough for describing the 
situations. It is never possible to control all aspects of how individual children perceive and react 
to a task protocol. Therefore, as the dissertation showed that developmental differences between 
children in both vocabulary and syntax could separately account for variance in children’s 
grammatical productivity demonstrated using novel words, it ought to be recognized that the 
demonstration of such productivity is also subject to the available discourse support and 
individual children’s strategies used during the production process.  
Besides the two theoretical implications, the dissertation also has an important clinical 
implication for assessing early grammatical development. The use of the RVC infixation 
elicitation/priming task indicated that elicitation tasks using real words and adopting discourse-
specific instructions would be an effective tool for evaluating preschool children’s grammatical 
productivity at a young age, presumably around age three or even earlier. First, the dissertation 
has established the relationship between children’s ability to produce grammatical constructions 
using real words, reflected in their performance in the elicitation/priming task of RVC infixation, 
and that of producing RVCs using novel words. As children’s ability to produce grammatical 
constructions using novel words is the most prominent evidence of grammatical productivity, 
their ability to produce grammatical constructions using real words can be viewed as a precursor 
to this ability. Secondly, the elicitation/priming task of RVC infixation is a test addressing syntax 
only, suggested by the fact that children’s age and vocabulary knowledge were entirely 
unassociated with their performance in producing RVC infixation using real words. This is 
because the instruction had provided the necessary lexical items that children needed to produce 
the target constructions, and therefore alleviated the burden of lexical retrieval. Nevertheless, 
some children used different words rather than the instructed ones to produce the target 
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constructions, showing their flexibility in using various lexical items to produce RVC infixation. 
The task successfully utilized discourse cues to elicit RVC infixation from young children 
around age three. Recall that in naturalistic conversations, RVC infixation was rare in both 
parental input and children’s language production because native speakers used it specifically for 
certain situations. By designing contrasting events involving the same actions yet different 
results in combination with construction-specific prompts, the task simulated the scenarios that 
native speakers would prefer to describe using RVC infixation. The approach taken in designing 
the elicitation/priming task for RVC infixation may prove useful in designing assessments for 
early grammatical development. Designing assessment tools of grammar that (1) support the 
child’s performance by reducing the burden of lexical retrieval and (2) provide discourse 
appropriate context, will help to focus the assessment on the strength of children’s syntactic 
representation. If a child of the appropriate age fails to provide the target grammatical 
construction under these facilitating and supportive conditions, that will be a strong justification 
for concern over his or her grammatical development. 
4.2  Limitations 
All research methods have their own strengths and weaknesses. This dissertation used 
open-sourced, cross-sectional language samples that were collected more than 15 years ago and 
there was limited control over the reliability of the original transcription. In addition, although it 
was plausible to generate estimates of the ages for and the diversity of children’s RVC 
production in naturalistic conversations using this set of data, one could not observe the 
developmental sequence and/or associations between related grammatical constructions based on 
the cross-sectional data. Nevertheless, the corpus design of using semi-structured play contexts 
to collect spontaneous language samples was advantageous, as it reduced the variation in 
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language use caused by the differences in conversational topics and/or play activities. It would 
be highly valuable for the future to collect a large longitudinal corpus in Mandarin controlled for 
ages and play contexts. Associations between related grammatical constructions as they unfold in 
development would become clearer with such a resource.  
As for the syntactic elicitation/priming procedures used in this dissertation, it appears that 
the pivotal construction elicitation task drew on both children’s vocabulary and syntactic 
knowledge. This was not the case for the RVC infixation elicitation. A re-design of the current 
pivotal construction elicitation/priming task adopting better structural priming techniques and 
providing necessary vocabulary in the prompts should result into a more adequate measurement 
of children’s knowledge of the embedded clauses in Mandarin. Lastly, it is proposed that the 
current protocol of the novel word learning/testing tasks can be improved to help children better 
consolidate the novel words and overcome the discomfort of producing grammatical 
constructions using unfamiliar lexical items. In the current protocol, children were prompted to 
produce RVCs using the specific novel word taught immediately after they were trained with the 
novel word. Although all children attempted the novel words at least once under appropriate 
conversational contexts before they were tested, with a very brief transition between the teaching 
and the testing phase, it was likely that children did not have enough time and experience to 
consolidate the novel word meanings. For children with weaker word learning abilities, this 
might inhibit them from applying a productive representation to the novel words taught. Future 
studies should consider either adding a covariate measuring children’s word learning abilities or 
modifying the task protocols to ensure all task takers can consolidate the learning of novel words 
before being prompted to produce target grammatical constructions using novel words. 
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4.3  Conclusion 
 Findings of this dissertation provide a reference point for further investigations of the 
acquisition of Mandarin syntax. The fact that most children around age three have developed a 
syntactic representation that supports RVC infixation suggests that they might also possess 
syntactic representations of other complex forms of predication. This hypothesis is related to 
Snyder’s proposal for The Compounding Parameter (TCP; Snyder 2001, 2011, 2012, 2016), in 
which he suggests that children’s ability to “creatively” produce bare-stem, endocentric 
compounds is associated with their ability to produce complex predicate constructions. It would 
be fruitful if future studies of early grammatical development in Mandarin investigate the 
relationship between children’s acquisition of RVCs and other syntactic structures in which one 
predicate is hierarchically dominated by another such as the pivotal construction, the Complex 
Stative Construction and a variety of serial verb constructions (C. N. Li & Thompson 1981). 
Because of its high-frequency and diversity, the acquisition of RVCs might represent the leading 
edge of an important transition in syntactic development, in which children’s syntactic 
representations move from single clauses to complex, multiclausal sentences. In short, the 
acquisition of Mandarin RVCs may well be an important early step in attaining the adult-like 






Taxonomies of Mandarin RVCs proposed in literature  




1.  Directional RVCs: the first verb implies a displacement and the second verb 
signals the direction in which the subject moves as a result of the displacement 
     Example: fang xia “put be-down” and shuo chu “speak be-out”  
2.  Phase RVCs: the first verb denotes an activity and the second verb denotes the 
degree to which the activity has been carried out  
     Example: chang wan “sing finish” and cai zhao “guess be-on-target”  
3.  Metaphorical RVCs: the first verb denotes an activity and the second verb 
denotes the result of the activity that involves a metaphorical sense 
     Example: xia si “frighten be-dead” and cha chu-lai “investigate be-out”  
4.  RVCs obligatory in potential form: RVCs that must occur with one of the 
infixes, -bu- “not” or -de- “be able.” 
     Example: da bu guo “fight not surpass” and mai de qi “buy be-able afford”  
Packard 
(2000) 
1.  Directional RVCs: the first verb denotes a motion and the second verb denotes 
a directional motion 
     Example: zou xia “walk be-down” and pao shang “run be-up”  
2.  Stative RVCs: the first verb denotes an activity and the second verb denotes 
the result of performing the activity  
     Example: zhua jin “grasp be-tight” and zhan wen “stand be-steady”  
3.  Attainment RVCs: the first verb denotes an activity and the second verb 
denotes the attainment of the activity  
     Example: kan jian “look perceive” and ting dong “listen understand”  
Chen 
(2008) 
1.  Directional verb compounds (DVCs): verb compounding that describes 
motion events 
     Example: gun xia “roll be-down” and la chu “pull be-out”  
2.  Resultative verb compounds (RVCs): verb compounding that describes events 
of state change 
     Example: qie duan “cut be-broken” and xi ganjing “wash be-clean”  
Deng 
(2010) 
1.  Directional RVCs: the first verb denotes an activity and the second verb 
denotes a direction 
     Example: zuo xia “sit be-down” and na chu “take be-out”  
2.  Result-state RVCs: the first verb denotes an activity and the second verb 
denotes a status caused by performing the activity  
     Example: nong haui “do be-broken” and chi bao “eat be-full”  
3.  Completive RVCs: the first verb denotes an activity and the second verb 
denotes the completion of the activity  




Means (SD) for the parent-child dyads’ total utterances, total lexicon, and mean length of 
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Note. Total Utts = the number of total utterances; NTW = the number of total words; NDW = the 




Table 3  




(n = 10) 
20  
months 
(n = 10) 
26  
months 
(n = 10) 
32  
months 
(n = 10) 
36  
months 
(n = 10) 
Total 
(n = 50) 
RVC       
Number of parents using 
RVCs 10 10 10 10 10 50 






















RVC infixation       
Number of parents using 
RVC infixation 3 7 8 5 6 29 




























The pivotal construction       
Number of parents using 
pivotal constructions 8 9 8 7 9 41 
































Table 4  




(n = 10) 
20  
months 
(n = 10) 
26  
months 
(n = 10) 
32  
months 
(n = 10) 
36  
months 
(n = 10) 
Total 
(n = 50) 
RVC       
Number of children using 
RVCs 1 1 6 7 9 24 






















Number of children using 
overlapped RVCs 1 3 7 5 8 24 
RVC infixation       
Number of children using 
RVC infixation 0 2 3 4 4 13 
























Number of children using 
overlapped RVC infixation 0 1 1 1 0 3 
The pivotal construction       
Number of children using 
pivotal constructions 0 0 1 2 6 9 
Number of total pivotal 









Number of different pivotal 









Number of children using 
overlapped pivotal 
constructions 
0 0 0 1 1 2 
Note. RVC = Resultative verb compound; N/A = not applicable. 
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Table 5  
Gender comparisons of children’s age, vocabulary, the pivotal construction scores, the RVC 
infixation scores, the novel RVC score, and the novel RVC types 
Variable M SD Gender M SD 
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Pivotal Construction Score 







Pivotal Construction Score 







RVC infixation score 
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Pearson correlations among children’s age, vocabulary, the pivotal construction scores, the RVC infixation scores, the novel RVC 
score, and the novel RVC types 
 Independent Variables Dependent Variables 
 Vocabulary Pivotal Construction Scores RVC Infixation Scores Novel Word Learning/Testing  
 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 
1. Age in year .76** .49** .52** .46** -.02 -.05 -.06 .56** .56** 
2. REVT raw score -- .54** .54** .44* .19 .06 -.06 .74** .75** 
3. Pivotal construction score 
– high support  -- .90** .64** .39* .36* .28 .35
∆ .35∆ 
4. Pivotal Construction Score 
– weighted support   -- .91** .31
∆ .23 .13 .45* .41* 
5. Pivotal Construction Score 
– low support    -- .17 .06 -.04 .46** .40* 
6. RVC infixation score 
– high support     -- .89** .64** .35
∆ .40* 
7. RVC infixation score 
– weighted support      -- .92** .23 .23 
8. RVC infixation score 
– low support       -- .08 .02 
9. Novel RVC score        -- .96** 
10. Novel RVC types         -- 




Predicting children’s novel RVC score using age, the REVT raw score, the high-support pivotal construction score, and the high-
support RVC infixation score 
  
Coefficients 
F p R2 
 Predictors beta t p Semi-partial r 
Model 1 Age in year 3.343 3.607 .001** .557 F(1,29) = 13.011 .001** .310 
Model 2 




< .001** .548 REVT raw score 0.083 3.704 .001** .479 
Pivotal construction score 
– high support -0.143 -0.473 .640 -.061 
Model 3 




< .001** .620 
REVT raw score 0.074 3.448 .002** .417 
Pivotal construction score 
– high support -0.421 -1.362 .185 -.165 
RVC infixation score 
– high support 0.690 2.230 .035* .270 




Predicting children’s novel RVC types produced using age, the REVT raw score, the high-support pivotal construction score, and the 
high-support RVC infixation score 
  
Coefficients 
F p R2 
 Predictors beta t p Semi-partial r 
Model 1 Age in year 1.440 3.652 .001** .561 F(1,29) = 13.335 .001** .315 
Model 2 




< .001** .572 REVT raw score 0.037 3.971 < .001** .500 
Pivotal construction score 
– high support -0.074 -0.585 .564 -.074 
Model 3 




< .001** .679 
REVT raw score 0.032 3.830 .001** .425 
Pivotal construction score 
– high support -0.218 -1.795 .084 -.199 
RVC infixation score 
– high support 0.358 2.951 .007** .328 





Comparisons of individual children’s high-support, weighted-support, and low-support scores in 
the elicitation/priming tasks of the pivotal construction and RVC infixation 
 Pivotal Construction Score RVC Infixation Score 




TRVC05B 5 9 4 1 10 18 8 2 
TRVC02G 5 9 4 1 11 21 10 1 
TRVC06G 5 9 4 1 6 12 6 0 
TRVC07B 6 12 6 0 11 19 8 3 
TRVC08B 5 9 4 1 10 19 9 1 
TRVC11G 8 14 6 2 12 22 10 2 
TRVC12G 6 10 4 2 12 24 12 0 
TRVC13G 7 11 4 3 12 22 10 2 
TRVC15G 5 9 4 1 11 17 6 5 
TRVC17G 8 13 5 3 10 18 8 2 
TRVC18G 6 11 5 1 10 19 9 1 
TRVC19B 6 11 5 1 11 20 9 2 
TRVC20G 5 10 5 0 12 22 10 2 
TRVC21G 4 7 3 1 12 21 9 3 
TRVC22B 6 9 3 3 12 23 11 1 
TRVC23B 5 8 3 2 12 21 9 3 
TRVC24B 7 13 6 1 12 23 11 1 
TRVC25B 7 8 1 6 11 22 11 0 
TRVC26G 5 9 4 1 12 22 10 2 
TRVC27B 3 3 0 3 12 22 10 2 
TRVC29B 6 8 2 4 12 24 12 0 
TRVC30G 1 1 0 1 9 18 9 0 
TRVC31G 6 10 4 2 12 24 12 0 
TRVC33B 2 2 0 2 8 15 7 1 
TRVC34B 5 7 2 3 12 22 10 2 
TRVC35G 4 7 3 1 10 19 9 1 
TRVC36G 5 10 5 0 11 19 8 3 
TRVC37G 7 10 3 4 12 24 12 0 
TRVC38G 7 10 3 4 12 19 7 5 
TRVC39B 3 5 2 1 10 18 8 2 
TRVC40G 4 7 3 1 12 23 11 1 
Average 5.29 8.74 3.45 1.84 11.00 20.39 9.39 1.61 





(1) a: age versus the novel RVC score 
 
(1) b: age versus the novel RVC types produced 
 
Figure 1. Scatter plots of children’s age and their ability to produce RVCs using novel words
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(2) a: REVT raw score versus the novel RVC score 
 
(2) b: REVT raw score versus the novel RVC types produced 
 




(3) a: the high-support pivotal construction score versus the novel RVC score 
 
(3) b: the high-support pivotal construction score versus the novel RVC types produced 
 
Figure 3. Scatter plots of children’s high-support pivotal construction score and their ability to 
produce RVCs using novel words
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(4) a: the high-support RVC infixation score versus the novel RVC score 
 
(4) b: the high-support RVC infixation score versus the novel RVC types produced 
 
Figure 4. Scatter plots of children’s high-support RVC infixation score and their ability to 
produce RVCs using novel words
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(5) a: the high-support RVC infixation score versus the novel RVC score 
 
(5) b: the weighted-support RVC infixation score versus the novel RVC score 
 
Figure 5. Scatter plots of children’s high-support, weighted-support, and low-support RVC 




(5) c: the low-support RVC infixation score versus the novel RVC score 
 
Figure 5 (cont.). Scatter plots of children’s high-support, weighted-support, and low-support 
RVC infixation scores and their ability to produce RVCs using novel words measured using the 
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 APPENDIX A 
The Protocol of the Elicitation/Priming Task of the Pivotal Construction  
This protocol includes the list of all practice and testing trials of the language 
elicitation/priming task of the pivotal construction, the complete verbal instructions/prompts for 
all trials presented in both Chinese characters and English translation, and the exact picture 
stimuli used. A transcript excerpt of the actual conversational interaction between the examiner 
and the child participant for a specific testing trial is also provided. In the excerpt, the 
instructional prompts used and the child’s target construction produced are marked in bold.
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List of trials 
 
Trials Characters involved Causal events Target pivotal constructions 
P1 Mom(S1) Baobao(S2) 
Mom let/allowed 
Baobao to read a book. 
77(S1) /(V1);;(S2)(V2)c 
mama(S1) rang/gei(V1) baobao(S2) kan(V2) shu 
“Mom(S1) let/allow(V1) Baobao(S2) read(V2) 
book.” 
P2 Dad(S1) Baobao(S2) 
Dad made Baobao go 
to bed. 
xx(S1)&(V1);;(S2)(V2) 
baba(S1) jiao(V1) baobao(S2) shuijue(V2) 
“Dad(S1) call(V1) Baobao(S2) sleep(V2).” 
T1 Dad(S1) Baobao(S2) 
Dad let/allowed 
Baobao to drink juice. 
xx(S1) /(V1);;(S2)-(V2)fq 
baba(S1) rang/gei(V1) baobao(S2) he(V2) guozhi  
“Dad(S1) let/allow(V1) Baobao(S2) drink(V2) 
juice.” 
T2 Mom(S1) Dog(S2) 
Mom let/allowed the 
dog to eat a cookie. 
77(S1) /(V1)=z(S2)((V2)¿
 
mama(S1) rang/gei(V1) xiaogou(S2) chi(V2)  
binggan  
“Mom(S1) let/allow(V1) dog(S2) eat(V2) cookie.” 
T3 Baobao(S1) Dog(S2) 
Baobao let/allowed the 
dog to play a ball. 
;;(S1) /(V1)=z(S2){(V2)| 
Baobao(S1) rang/gei(V1) xiaogou(S2) wan(V2)  
qiu  
“Baobao(S1) let/allow(V1) dog(S2) play(V2)  
ball.” 
T4 Dad(S1) Dog(S2) 
Dad made the dog get 
out. 
xx(S1)&(V1)=z(S2)$(V2) 
baba(S1) jiao(V1) xiaogou(S2) chuqu(V2) 
“Dad(S1) call(V1) dog(S2) go out(V2).” 
T5 Mom(S1) Baobao(S2) 
Mom made Baobao put 
the toys away. 
77(S1)&(V1);;(S2)](V2){ 
mama(S1) jiao(V1) baobao(S2) shou(V2) wanju 
“Mom(S1) call(V1) Baobao(S2) put away(V2)  
toy.” 
T6 Mom(S1) Baobao(S2) 
Baobao made Mom 
hug him. 
;;(S1)&(V1)77(S2)T(V2) 
baobao(S1) jiao(V1) mama(S2) bao(V2)  
“Baobao(S1) call(V1) Mom(S2) hug(V2).” 
T7 Dad(S1) Baobao(S2) 
Dad brought Baobao to 
go to school.  
xx(S1)A(V1);;(S2)$9(V2) 
baba(S1) dai(V1) baobao(S2) qushangxue(V2) 
“Dad(S1) bring(V1) Baobao(S2) go to  
school(V2).” 
T8 Mom(S1) Baobao(S2) 
Mom accompanied 
Baobao to draw. 
77(S1)¹(V1);;(S2)(V2) 
mama(S1) pei(V1) baobao(S2) huahua(V2) 
“Mom(S1) accompany(V1) Baobao(S2)  
draw(V2).” 
Note. P1 = practice trial 1; T1 = Testing trial 1. 
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Verbal instructions/prompts for individual trials 
 
Practice Trial 1 
Storyline 771cÄ;;	Jc 
  “Mom was reading a book. Baobao also wanted to read the book.” 
1st prompt 77ÀÅ 
  “What did Mom do?” 
2nd prompt 77 /;;ÀÅ 
  “What did Mom let/allow Baobao to do?” 
 
Practice Trial 2 
Storyline ;;Äb¯1{{ 
  “It was time for Baobao to go to bed, but he was still playing with the toys.” 
1st prompt xxÀÅ 
  “What did Dad do?” 
2nd prompt xx&;;ÀÅ 
  “What did Dad call Baobao to do?” 
 
Testing Trial 1 
Storyline xx1-fqÄ;;	J-fq 
  “Dad was drinking the juice. Baobao also wanted to drink the juice.” 
1st prompt xxÀÅ 
  “What did Dad do?” 
2nd prompt xx /;;ÀÅ 
  “What did Dad let/allow Baobao to do?” 




  “Mom was eating cookies. The dog also wanted to eat cookies.” 
1st prompt 77ÀÅ 
  “What did Mom do?” 
2nd prompt 77 /=zÀÅ 
  “What did Mom let/allow the dog to do?” 
 
Testing Trial 3 
Storyline ;;1{|Ä=z	J{| 
  “Baobao was playing the ball. The dog also wanted to play the ball.” 
1st prompt ;;ÀÅ 
  “What did Baobao do?” 
2nd prompt ;; /=zÀÅ 
  “What did Baobao let/allow the dog to do?” 
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Testing Trial 4 
Storyline =zÄ1?8Q} 
  “The dog misbehaved and knocked over the vase in the room.” 
1st prompt xxÀÅ 
  “What did Dad do?” 
2nd prompt xx&=zÀÅ 
  “What did Dad call the dog to do?” 
 
Testing Trial 5 
Storyline ;;1S{ÄL·³b{ 
  “Baobao was spreading the toys everywhere in the room.” 
1st prompt 77ÀÅ 
  “What did Mom do?” 
2nd prompt 77&;;ÀÅ 
  “What did Mom call Baobao to do?” 
 
Testing Trial 6 
Storyline ;;\ÄED 
  “Baobao fell, and he felt hurt.” 
1st prompt ;;ÀÅ 
  “What did Baobao do?” 
2nd prompt ;;&77ÀÅ 
  “What did Baobao call Mom to do?” 
 
Testing Trial 7 
Storyline ;;$B0ÄED¶G 
  “Baobao was going to go to the preschool. He was happy.” 
1st prompt xxÀÅ 
  “What did Dad do?” 
2nd prompt xxA;;ÀÅ 
  “What did Dad bring Baobao to do?” 
 
Testing Trial 8 
Storyline ;;m1Ä77 
  “Baobao was drawing, and Mom saw it.” 
1st prompt 77ÀÅ 
  “What did Mom do?” 
2nd prompt 77¹;;ÀÅ 
  “What did Mom accompany Baobao to do?”
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Picture stimuli for individual trials 
Designer: Shih-Pao Chen, Taipei Municipal Yongle Elementary School, Taipei City, 
Taiwan ÂºÄv"@ph/n=9Ã 
 
Practice Trial 1 77(S1) /(V1);;(S2)(V2)c  
mama(S1) rang/gei(V1) baobao(S2) kan(V2) shu 
 
 
Practice Trial 2 xx(S1)&(V1);;(S2)(V2)   
baba(S1) jiao(V1) baobao(S2) shuijue(V2) 
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Testing Trial 1 xx(S1) /(V1);;(S2)-(V2)fq 
baba(S1) rang/gei(V1) baobao(S2) he(V2) guozhi 
 
 
Testing Trial 2 77(S1) /(V1)=z(S2)((V2)¿
 





Testing Trial 3 ;;(S1) /(V1)=z(S2){(V2)| 
Baobao(S1) rang/gei(V1) xiaogou(S2) wan(V2) qiu  
 
 
Testing Trial 4 xx(S1)&(V1)=z(S2)$(V2) 
baba(S1) jiao(V1) xiaogou(S2) chuqu(V2) 
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Testing Trial 5 77(S1)&(V1);;(S2)](V2){ 
mama(S1) jiao(V1) baobao(S2) shou(V2) wanju 
 
 
Testing Trial 6 ;;(S1)&(V1)77(S2)T(V2) 
baobao(S1) jiao(V1) mama(S2) bao(V2)  
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Testing Trial 7 xx(S1)A(V1);;(S2)$9(V2) 
baba(S1) dai(V1) baobao(S2) qushangxue(V2) 
 
 
Testing Trial 8 77(S1)¹(V1);;(S2)(V2) 
mama(S1) pei(V1) baobao(S2) huahua(V2) 
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Transcript excerpt, TRVC27B, in the administration of testing trial 3  
 
Examiner ;;  1 { | 
Baobao zai wan qiu  
   Baobao PROG play balll 
   “Baobao was playing the ball.” 
Examiner zz  	 J  { | , 
gougou ye xiang yao wan qiu o  
 dog  also want want play  ball  SFP 
“The dog also wanted to play the ball.” 
Examiner M   
suoyi ni kan 
    so you look 
“So you look.” 
Examiner ;; S1    À 
BaobaoS1 zuo le  sheme  
   BaobaoS1 do PFV what 
“What did Baobao do?” 
Child  r d ~o 
mei you shengqi  
 NEG have angry   
“(Baobao) did not get angry.” 
Examiner r d ~o 
mei you shengqi  
   NEG have angry   
“(Baobao) did not get angry.” 
Examiner  < ) 
dui ya  
   correct  SFP 
“Right!” 
Examiner   D ¶G <   < 
ta hen kaixin dui   bu dui  
   he very happy correct  NEG correct 
“He was very happy, right?”  
Examiner  M   
suoyi ni kan 
    so you look 
“So you look.” 
Examiner  ;; S1   V1  zz S2  À  
BaobaoS1 rangV1  gougouS2 zuo  sheme  
 BaobaoS1 allowV1 dogS2  do what 






Child   {  | 
wan  qiu  
   play  ball 
“(Baobao allowed the dog) to play the ball.” 
Examiner  E D 6  
shuo de hen hao 
   speak de very be good 
“(You) talked well!” 
Examiner  M ;; S1Æ 
suoyi BaobaoS1Æ  
 so BaobaoS1  
“So BaobaoS1Æ” 
Child     V1  zz S2 { V2  | 
rangV1  gougouS2 wanV2  qiu 
   letV1   dogS2  playV2  ball 




 APPENDIX B 
The Protocol of the Elicitation/Priming Task of RVC Infixation  
This protocol includes the list of all practice and testing trials of the language 
elicitation/priming task of RVC infixation, the complete verbal instructions/prompts for all trials 
presented in both Chinese characters and English translation, and the exact picture stimuli used. 
A transcript excerpt of the actual conversational interaction between the examiner and the child 
participant for a specific testing trial is also provided. In the excerpt, the instructional prompts 
used and the child’s target construction produced are marked in bold. 
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List of trials 
 
Trials Background events: Min’s actions 
Target events: 
Hua‘s actions Target RVCs with infixes 
P1 Min can open the door Hua cannot open the door Q¶   da-bu-kai “hit not open” 
P2 Min cannot see the elephant. Hua can see the elephant. 
E   kan-de-dao 
“see be-able arrive” 
T1 Min cannot walk pass the bridge. 
Hua can walk pass the 
bridge 
¢E®$   zou-de-guoqu 
“walk be-able across go”  
T2 Min cannot climb up to the roof. 
Hua can climb up to the  
roof. 
wE$   pa-de-shangqu  
“climb be-able up-go”  
T3 Min can slide down the slide. 
Hua cannot slide down 
the slide. 
u   hua-bu-xialai 
“slide not down-come” 
T4 Min can close the box. Hua cannot close the box. ¸£   guan-bu-qilai  “close not rise-come” 
T5 Min cannot reach the ball. Hua can reach the ball. 
WE   na-de-dao 
“take be-able arrive”  
T6 Min can fix the bike. Hua cannot fix the bike. 6   xiu-bu-hao 
“fix not be-good” 
T7 Min cannot eat and finish the meal. 
Hua can eat and finish the 
meal. 
(E:   chi-de-wan 
“eat be-able finish”  
T8 Min can run away from the dog. 
Hua cannot run away 
from the dog. 
¤Y   pao-bu-diao 
“run not drop/fall” 
T9 Min can swipe and clean the leaves. 
Hua cannot swipe and 
clean the leaves. 
X
s   sao-bu-ganjing  
“swipe not be-clean” 
T10 Min cannot stomp the can flat. 
Hua can stomp the can 
flat. 
¨EN   cai-de-bian  
“stomp be-able flat”  
T11 Min can pull and move the toys. 
Hua cannot pull and move 
the toys. 
U!   la-bu-dong 
“pull not move” 
T12 Min cannot kick the board broken. 
Hua can kick the board 
broken. 
§E   ti-de-po  
“kick be-able be-broken”  
Note. P1 = practice trial 1; T1 = Testing trial 1.  
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Verbal instructions/prompts for individual trials 
 
Practice Trial 1 
Storyline =a+=³JQ¶¬OµÄ=ad´#Ä=aQE¶µ  
“Min and Hua both want to open the door. Min has the key. Min can open the 
door.” 
1st prompt =*Å 
  “What about Hua?” 
2nd prompt =QQE¶µÅ 
  “Can Hua open the door?” 
 
Practice Trial 2 
Storyline =a+=$!y05¡Ä5¡D4Ä=aDÄ=a5
¡  
“Min and Hua go to see the elephant in the zoo. There are a lot of people who also 
want to see the elephant. Min is short. Min cannot see the elephant.” 
1st prompt =*Å 
  “What about Hua?” 
2nd prompt =E5¡Å 
  “Can Hua see the elephant?” 
 
Testing Trial 1 
Storyline =a+=$²­Ä'bj`Ä=a¢®$ 
“Min and Hua go for an outing. But the bridge is broken. Min cannot pass.” 
1st prompt =*Å 
  “What about Hua?” 
2nd prompt =¢¢E®$Å 
  “Can Hua pass?” 
 
Testing Trial 2 
Storyline =a+=J?¼{Ä=ardg8Ä=aw$ 
“Min and Hua want to go play on the roof. Min does not have a ladder. Min 
cannot climb up (to the roof).” 
1st prompt =*Å 
  “What about Hua?” 
2nd prompt =wwE$Å 











Testing Trial 3 
Storyline =a+=${tugÄtugDÄ=aDÄ=auE 
“Min and Hua go to play the slide. The slide is narrow. Min is slim. Min can slide 
down.” 
1st prompt =*Å 
  “What about Hua?” 
2nd prompt =uuEÅ 
  “Can Hua slide down?” 
 
Testing Trial 4 
Storyline =a+=1]{Ä=aS{Z^ÁÄ=a8¸E£ 
“Min and Hua are putting away the toys. Min arranges the toys well. Min‘s box 
can be closed.” 
1st prompt =*Å 
  “What about Hua?” 
2nd prompt =8¸¸E£Å 
  “Can Hua close the box?” 
 
Testing Trial 5 
Storyline =a+=J{k8»|Ä=aDÄ=aW| 
“Min and Hua want to play the ball on top of the cabinet. Min is short. Min cannot 
reach the ball.” 
1st prompt =*Å 
  “What about Hua?” 
2nd prompt =WWE|Å 
  “Can Hua reach the ball?” 
 
Testing Trial 6 
Storyline =a+=¦©³3Ä=adRPÄ=aE6¦© 
“Min and Hua’s bikes are both broken. Min has a wrench. Min can fix the bike.” 
1st prompt =*Å 
  “What about Hua?” 
2nd prompt =E6¦©Å 
  “Can Hua fix the bike?” 
 
Testing Trial 7 
Storyline =a+=1(¾Ä=a8Ä=a(: 
“Min and Hua are eating. Min has a stomach ache. Min cannot eat and finish.” 
1st prompt =*Å 
  “What about Hua?” 
2nd prompt =((E:Å 





Testing Trial 8 
Storyline =a+=z«Ä=a¤EDHÄ=a¤EY 
“Min and Hua are chased by the dog. Min runs fast. Min can run away.” 
1st prompt =*Å 
  “What about Hua?” 
2nd prompt =¤¤EYÅ 
  “Can Hua run away?” 
 
Testing Trial 9 
Storyline =a+=1QX08Ä¬°rÀ½Ä=aXE
s8 
“Min and Hua are swiping leaves in the park. The wind is not blowing here. Min 
can swipe and clean the leaves.” 
1st prompt =*Å 
  “What about Hua?” 
2nd prompt =XXE
s8Å 
  “Can Hua swipe and clean the leaves?” 
 
Testing Trial 10 
Storyline =a+=1¨8Ä=a oD=Ä=a¨N8 
“Min and Hua are stepping the can for fun. Min is weak. Min cannot step the can 
flat.”  
1st prompt =*Å 
  “What about Hua?” 
2nd prompt =¨¨EN8Å 
  “Can Hua step and make the can flat?” 
 
Testing Trial 11 
Storyline =a+=U{µÄ=adª8V©Ä=aUE!{ 
“Min and Hua are pulling their toy out. Min is using a wagon that has wheels. Min 
can pull and move the toys.”  
1st prompt =*Å 
  “What about Hua?” 
2nd prompt =UUE!{Å 
  “Can Hua pull and move the toys?” 
 
Testing Trial 12 
Storyline =a+=1§e8Ä=a oD=Ä=a§e8 
“Min and Hua are kicking the boards. Min is weak. Min cannot kick and break the 
board.” 
1st prompt =*Å 
  “What about Hua?” 
2nd prompt =§§Ee8Å 
  “Can Hua kick and break the board?” 
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Picture stimuli for individual trials 
Designer: Shih-Pao Chen, Taipei Municipal Yongle Elementary School, Taipei City, 
Taiwan ÂºÄv"@ph/n=9Ã 
 
Practice Trial 1 Q¶   da-bu-kai 
 
 




Testing Trial 1 ¢E®$   zou-de-guoqu 
 
 




Testing Trial 3 u   hua-bu-xialai 
 
 




Testing Trial 5 WE   na-de-dao 
 
 




Testing Trial 7 (E:   chi-de-wan 
 
 





Testing Trial 9 X
s   sao-bu-ganjing 
 
 





Testing Trial 11 U!   la-bu-dong 
 
 
Testing Trial 12 §E   ti-de-po 
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Transcript excerpt, TRVC07B, in the administration of testing trial 2  
 
Examiner =a  + =   ?¼  »  { 
Xiaoming he Xiaohua dao wuding shangmian wan  
 Min  and Hua  arrive roof  up  play 
“Min and Hua went to play on the roof top.” 
Examiner =a  r d g8 
Xiaoming mei you tizi  
  Min   NEG have ladder  
“Min did not have a ladder.” 
Examiner =a  w V1   contrasting infix  $ V2 
Xiaoming paV1   -bu-contrasting infix  shangquV2  
 Min   climbV1 notcontrasting infix up-goV2  
“Min could not climb up to the roof.” 
Examiner =  * 
Xiaohua ne 
Hua   SFP for question 
“What about Hua?” 
Child  (d)  =  d g8 
(you)  Xiaohua you tizi  
   (have)  Hua  have ladder 
   “(have)…Hua had a ladder.” 
Examiner M IÀi 
suoyi zenmeyang  
   so what 
“So what about (Hua)?” 
Child  ' w  $ 
keyi  paV1  shangquV2  
   can climbV1 up-goV2 
“(Hua) could climb up (to the roof).” 
Examiner M =  w V1   contrasting infix  w V1  
suoyi Xiaohua paV1   -bu-contrasting infix  paV1     
so Hua       climbV1 notcontrasting infix climbV1 
E target infix  $ 
-de-target infix  shangquV2 
be.able-target infix up-goV2 
   “So could Hua	climb up (to the roof)?” 
Child  w  E   $ 
paV1  -de-target infix  shangquV2 
climbV1 be.able-target infix up-goV2 




 APPENDIX C 
The Protocol of the Novel Word Learning/Testing Tasks 
This protocol lists the teaching, warm-up, and testing trials for the two novel word 
learning/testing tasks targeting the novel word GA and the novel word FO. For more detailed 
information of the procedures, please see Deng (2010). Two transcript excerpts of the actual 
conversational interaction between the examiner and the child participant when eliciting RVCs 
using the novel words are provided. One is for the GA-RVC and the other is for the FO-RVC. 
Instructional prompts used and children’s target construction produced are marked in bold.
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Teaching, warm-up, and testing trials for GA 
 
Experimental 
phases Events shown in the video Target RVCs 
Teaching 
A woman is hoping with one leg while the other 
leg is held by one hand crossing the hopping leg.  
A woman and a man are both hoping with one leg 
while the other leg is held by one hand crossing 
the hopping leg. 
 
Three men are simultaneously hoping with one leg 
while the other leg is held by one hand crossing 
the hopping leg. 
 
CONSTASTING EVENT 
A man is hoping straight up and down while both 
hands are attached to the thigh. 
 
A man is hoping with one leg while the other leg 
is held by one hand crossing the hopping leg.  
Warm-up 
A woman pushed a chair down. [ tui dao  “push fall” 
A man took a baby doll out of a toy crib. W na chu  
“take be-out” 
Testing 
A man hopped down a slope with one leg while 
the other leg was held by one hand crossing the 
hopping leg. 
GA GA xia  
“GA be-down” 
A woman hopped up a slope with one leg while 
the other leg was held by one hand crossing the 
hopping leg.  
GA GA shang  
“GA be-up” 
A man climbed onto a ladder. w pa shang  “climb be-up” 





The teaching, warm-up, and testing trials for FO 
 
Experimental 
phases Events shown in the video Target RVCs 
Teaching 
A man is hitting a woman with one elbow while his 
two hands are clasped.  
A man is hitting a car with one elbow while his two 
hands are clasped.  
A man is hitting the wall with one elbow while his 
two hands are clasped.  
CONSTASTING EVENT 
A woman is pushing a man from behind using both 
hands. 
 
A woman is hitting a man with one elbow while her 
two hands are clasped.  
Warm-up 
A woman pushed a chair down. [ tui dao  “push fall” 
A man took a baby doll out of a toy crib. W na chu  
“take be-out” 
Testing 
A man hit a water bottle down with one elbow while 
his two hands were clasped. 
FO FO dao 
 “FO drop/fall” 
A woman hit a door open with one elbow while her 
two hands were clasped. 
FO¶ FO kai 
“FO open” 
A man cut a bread into halves. ¶ qie kai  
“cut open” 




Transcript excerpt, TRVC15G, in the administration of testing GA xia “GA be-down” 
 
Examiner %%  F _2 »  IÀi 
shushu cong xiepo  shangmian zenmeyang  
   uncle  from slope up  what 
“What did the uncle do from the top of the slope?” 
Child  ¥  $ 
 tiao  xiaqu  
 jump  down-go 
“(The uncle) jumped down.” 
Examiner  b 1  GA  
 ta shi zai  GA 
   he  SHI PROG  GA 
   “he was GAing.” 
Examiner    6  1  GA 
ta ganggang hoaxing zai   GA  
   he just  appear  PROG  GA 
“He appeared to be GAing.” 
Examiner M %%  F _2 »  IÀi 
suoyi shushu cong xiepo  shangmian zenmeyang  
   so uncle  from slope up  what 
“So what did the uncle do from the top of the slope? 
Child  GAV1 $ V2 
GAV1 xiaquV2 
GAV1 down-goV2 




Transcript excerpt, TRVC23B, in the administration of testing FO dao “FO drop/fall” 
 
Examiner ¬  b   }8 
zhe  shi yi ge pingzi  
   this  SHI one CL bottle 
“This is a bottle.” 
Examiner    
ni   kan 
   you  look 
    “Look!” 
Examiner %%  S }8 IÀ  
 shushu ba pingzi zenme le  
   uncle  BA bottle what  PFV 
“What did the uncle do to the bottle?” 
Child  C  
nong dao  
   do fall 
“(He) made (the bottle) fall.”   
Examiner D  6 
   hen  hao  
 very   be good 
 “Very well!” 
Examiner M %% b  b FO }8 
   suoyi shushu shi bu shi FO pingzi  
   so uncle SHI NEG SHI  FO bottle 
“So was the uncle FOing the bottle?” 
Child  . 
en 
   SFP 
“Yes.” 
Examiner M %%  S }8 IÀ  
suoyi shushu ba pingzi zenme le  
   so uncle  BA bottle what  PFV 
“So what did the uncle do to the bottle?” 
Child  C  
nong dao  
   do fall 
“(He) made (the bottle) fall.”   
Examiner ±      zz 
na ni yao bu yao ting gougou   
   then you want  NEG want listen dog   
    l 
lianxi  shuo yi ci 
practice speak one CL 
“Then do you want to hear the dog practice to say it once?” 
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Examiner  K        l 
wo rang ta lianxi  shuo yi ci  
   I allow it practice speak  one CL   
“I will let it practice to say it once.”   
Examiner    IÀ  , 
ni ting ta zenme shuo o  
   you listen it what speak SFP 
“You listen to how it says it.” 
 
[The examiner put the toy dog figure in front of the laptop then re-played the testing video. The  
examiner pretended that the toy dog figure was watching the video.] 
 
Examiner ¬  b   }8 
zhe  shi yi ge pingzi  
   this  SHI one CL bottle  
Examiner %% FO }8 
 shushu FO pingzi  
   uncle FO  bottle 
“The uncle FOed the bottle.”  
Examiner }8 >    
pingzi jiu dao le  
   bottle then fall PFV 
“The bottle then fell.”  
Examiner M %%  S }8 IÀ  
suoyi shushu ba pingzi zenme le  
   so uncle  BA bottle what  PFV 
“So what did the uncle do to the bottle?” 
Child  FO V1  V2 
FOV1  daoV2  
FOV1  fallV2 
“(The uncle) FOedV1 (and made the bottle) fallV2” 
 
